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With this special issue of AENF we are pleased to present
contributions to the exciting field of electrospinning of
nanofibers and its applications. Among different methods
for producing one-dimensional (1D) nanostructures, elec-
trospinning is the simplest, most economically viable, and
commercially successful process of generating nanofibers and
is continuously rising in research and developments. Rapid
progress is being made especially in the area of electrospun
nanofiber applications forming a bridge among materials
science, biomedicine, and electronics. In this special issue,
we have seven excellent contributions forming an interesting
collection of works on nanofibers spinning and its disparate
applications in biomedicine, decontamination process, and
materials science.

A review article “Carbon Nanotube and Graphene Based
Polyamide Electrospun Nanocomposites” comes from F.
Navarro-Pardo et al., where the authors present a nice
overview of the process of forming amide electrospun
nanocomposites fibers using two well-known carbon nanos-
tructures, namely, CNTs or graphene, as the fillers, which
qualify for diverse field of applications like drug delivery
system, biosensors, solar cells, electronic devices, transparent
electrodes, or membrane filtration.This review elaborates the
process parameters, especially how the selection of solvent is
important for the dispersion of carbon nanostructures in the
matrix to form nanofibers.The authors also discuss electrical,
optical, and mechanical properties as well as crystallinity
of the composite obtained by a number of research groups.
The comprehensive picture given by F. Navarro-Pardo et al.
may help to understand the structure-property relationship
of polyamide/CNT/graphene based spun fiber composites

from which in the future new applications would probably
stem given their exceptional properties.

The use of NaCl solution as shell fluid to prepare med-
icated nanofibers in a modified coaxial electrospinning is
presented by Y. Wu et al. These authors have modified and
developed a coaxial electrospinning to produce medicated
nanofibers with the help of NaCl as shell fluid for ease
of preparation. They found that the shell-to-core ratio of
the fluid flow rate plays an important role in controlling
the fiber diameter and morphology, as observed by optical
and scanning electron microscopy.The fabricated nanofibers
have a fine compatibility with sodium Diclofenac and can
elute the drug in neutral condition, suggesting potential
application in colon targeted drug release. Y. Wu et al. have
also carried out ex vivo tests to prove that the mats enhance
the transmembrane delivered drug. Based on the above facts,
the authors claim development of a potential medicated
nanomaterial with tunable diameters and improved func-
tional performance.

S. Seo et al. present an overviewof the applications of spun
nanofibers in dentistry.They have especially focused on poly-
meric nanofibers or bioceramic nanoparticle-incorporated
nanofibers. The article shows how these advanced materials
have contributed to highly promotive cell homing behavior
and improved dental tissue regeneration. It also describes
how the spun nanofibers play a versatile role in controlled
release of biomolecule therapeutics (i.e., growth factors)
or modification with adhesive biomolecules (i.e., fibronectin
and RGD sequence) and contributes to further improved
dental regeneration. Whereas a number of experiments on
nanofibrous scaffolds in the in vitro and in vivo study
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have already been conducted, clinical customization to each
patient’s defect is still difficult. Additionally, since dental
tissue degeneration may come from biological disorders,
further studies of biological interplay between electrospun
nanofiber and cells derived from compromised dental tissue
are essential. Further studies will help to understand the bio-
logical effect of nanofibers, which can conclusively elaborate
techniques to customize nanofiber scaffolds and categorize
clinical defects into several groups for their customization.
The work of S. Seo et al. sheds light on recently applied spun
nanofibers in dentistry from process to applications.

Thework of T. Jiř́ıček et al. entitled “Flux Enhancement in
MembraneDistillationUsingNanofiberMembranes” studied
the membrane distillation. Spun PVDF nanofibers were
tested under various conditions on a direct contact MD unit
to find the optimum conditions for flux, which is compared
with the commercially available membrane of PTFE, PE, and
PES. Membrane thickness proved to be a crucial parameter
when fluxes are concerned. They have found that the thinner
membranes have higher fluxes and lower distillate purity.
Also higher energy losses via conduction are found for
thinner membranes. The authors suggest that since mass
and heat transfers are connected, it is best to develop new
membranes with a target application in mind for the specific
membrane module and operational conditions. It is also
shown that flux, energy efficiency, and distillate purity are
closely connected, and one cannot be increased without
sacrificing the other two. Therefore, nanofiber membranes
suggest a solution but further improvement of membrane
hydrophobicity in terms of LEP would be required for most
future large scale applications.

On the other hand, A. Vojtěch et al. studied the organo-
chlorinated pesticides decontamination using polyether-
imide nanofibers as a sorbent, fixed on a solid phase
microextraction (SPME) assembly made of steel wire, and
compared with three commercial available SPME fibers,
that is, PDMS 7 𝜇m/100 𝜇m and DVB/Carboxene/PDMS,
in which extraction time variability parameter was solely
focused. Organochlorinated pesticides hexachlorocyclohex-
anes (HCH) and chlorobenzenes (ClB) were chosen as model
water pollutants.Thework presents the thermal,morphologi-
cal, and adsorption properties of the nanofibers. In particular
the authors observed that the polyetherimide (PEI) fibers
show improved response for the target compound compared
to other commercial available fibers, which allows shortening
the extraction time from 50 to 10mins, while maintaining the
required sensitivity. This fast sorption and economical and
easy production of PEI nanofibers would be most beneficial
for using them as sorbent in the SPME fibers. The authors
also suggest further research in polyetherimide nanofibers as
a sorbent in analytical chemistry.

I. Veverkova and I. Lovětinská-Šlamborová present a
study based on antibacterial activities using modified sil-
ica nanofibers. The authors have developed a function-
alized organic-inorganic nanofibrous material which has
biomedical application as wound dressing material for skin
regeneration. Nanofibrous membrane of a combination of
water-soluble polymer PVA with silica was electrospun and

stabilized by heat-treatment before being functionalized with
nanoparticles of silver and copper. Cut to the chase, the
prepared functionalized nanofibrous membrane shows good
antibacterial activities, having high potential as a wound
dressing material favoring tissue regeneration.

I. Lovětinská-Šlamborová et al. developed a nontoxic
silica nanofiber which is immobilized with topical antibiotic
(tetracycline) in two different methods (spectrophotometric
analysis and HPLC analysis) for quantification onto silica
fibers.They have found that covalent functionalization works
better than the simple physisorption in immobilization of
tetracycline into the silica fibers. The tetracycline immo-
bilized nanofibers membrane shows excellent antibacterial
behavior which is intended for biomedical application. The
tested quantity of antibiotics is much less than the com-
mercial available tetracycline which ruled out the fear of
antibiotics resistance to human body when used in higher
quantity.

While the papers in this special issue illustrate some
interesting applications which can open up new windows
for the scientific community and for the betterment of the
mankind, there is still much room for further development
and improvement of the properties of these materials, to
maximize their utility and spread their use further. This
may be regarded as a small step towards a much bigger and
systematic investigation of electrospun nanofibrousmaterials
for new applications.
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Local antibiotic treatment has its justification for superficial infections. The advantage of this treatment is that the antibiotic has
effects on bacterial agent directly at the application site. Skin infections which are intended for the local antibiotic treatment are
superficial pyoderma, some festeringwounds, burns of second and third degree, infected leg ulcers, or decubitus of second and third
degree. Tetracyclines are available topical antibiotics with a broad bacterial spectrum. At present, ointments containing tetracycline
are also used for the treatment, which rarely can lead to skin sensitization. In this paper, a development of novel nanofibrous
material with immobilized tetracycline is presented. Two different methods of immobilized tetracycline quantification onto silica
nanofibers are employed. It was proven that the prevailing part of tetracycline was bound weakly by physisorption forces, while the
minor part was covalently bound byNH

2
groups formed by the preceding functionalization.The silica nanofibers with immobilized

tetracycline are promising material for wound dressing applications due to its antibacterial activity; it was proved by tests.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the properties of nanofibers are intensively
studied due to their suitability for biomedical applications [1,
2].The advantage of this nanomaterial is the surface chemical
modification possibility and subsequent immobilization of
suitable biomolecules.

In literature, manymethods of biomolecules immobiliza-
tion onto a silica matrix are described. Primarily, it is the
formation of covalent bond between the biomolecule and the
silica substrate; the noncovalent interactions and adsorption
are also often utilized [3, 4]. For biomedical applications,
these nanomaterials are studied as effective drug delivery sys-
tems for a wide group of substances such as the drugs for the
diabetes and cancer treatment or drugs for bones and tendons
regeneration [5].

Pure silica nanofibers are convenient for medical applica-
tions because they are able to satisfy a number of very strin-
gent criteria, such as low toxicity, relatively high porosity,
and a suitable surface for subsequent functionalization. With
formed Si-OH bonds on the surface, this material provides
an attractivematrix for the binding and a controlled release of
biomolecules, this for several reasons. First, the highly porous
silica matrix is stable in an aqueous solution for a period
which is identical to the normal short-term administration
of the drug (from 20 minutes to several days). Furthermore,
the silica nanofibers are prepared without using of stabilizing
agents [6]; they do not exhibit any toxicity and immunogenic-
ity. When longer stability in the aqueous medium is required
(to prolong drug release, e.g.), the matrix is stabilized at
higher temperatures (about 500∘C) [7].
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The gradual release of the drug is a key aspect to increase
efficiency and reduce potential side effects of drugs such
as antibiotics. In the first phase, the noncovalently attached
biomolecules are released; in the second phase, the covalent
bonds between biomolecules and the substrate are broken
and the remaining drug is gradually released. Therefore, the
silica nanofibers with immobilized broad-spectrum antibi-
otic appear to be the ideal wound dressing material for the
chronic wounds treatment. The material completely adheres
to the wound bed; it copies its surface and thus no air bubbles
are created between the nanomaterial and the surface of
the wound. In the wound bed, gradual release of an antibi-
otic occurs and the antibiotics directly affect the bacterial
microflora in the wound. Relatively small concentration of
antibiotics leads to cleaning of the wound and healing process
is initiated. Very important fact is that the silica nanofibers
are gradually dissolved in body fluids; this phenomenon also
occurs in the wound and it is not necessary to remove wound
dressing residues [6].

Tetracyclines belong to a group of broad-spectrum bac-
teriostatic antibiotic. Good to medium sensitivity to this
antibiotic exhibits streptococci, Listeria, pneumococci, Vibrio
cholerae,Campylobacter jejuni,Treponema pallidum, and oth-
ers. Variable sensitivity is reported for enterococci, staphy-
lococci, Escherichia coli, Klebsiella, Salmonella, or Clostridia.
Their antibacterial mechanism consists in affecting the pro-
tein synthesis; binding of transfer-RNA at the m-RNA-
ribosome complex is averted in a bacterial cell. This leads to
blockage of protein synthesis [8].

Another side effect of tetracycline is irritation of the
digestive tract mucosa and inhibition of intestinal and pan-
creatic enzymes. Tetracyclines have negative influence on the
normal microflora in the oral cavity, in the vagina, or in
the intestine. pathogenic bacteria, fungi, or yeasts can settle.
Sometimes this can lead to rare infections disease that can
occur as a septic disease ending in death for some patients [9].

Pharmaceutical forms of tetracyclines (Doxycycline and
Minocycline) are tablets, suspension, or syrup for chil-
dren or injection. Established Doxycycline per os dosage is
200mg/24 hours in the first day and then 100mg/24 hours.
Intravenous dosage is 1 × 200mg/24 hours (initial dose),
followed by 100–200mg/24 hours (maintenance dose) [10].
Bacteriostatic activity of tetracycline does not depend on
concentration, but on the time of exposure. Doxycycline
elimination half-life 𝑡

1/2
is approximately 20 hours in favor of

biliary excretion; Minocycline half-life 𝑡
1/2

is approximately
16 hours with the same ratio of biliary and renal excre-
tion. Locally, tetracyclines are applied in concentrations of 2-
3% (lower concentration can cause resistance). Moreover,
it can also lead to photosensitization of the skin (pigmen-
tation). Doxycycline and Minocycline drawbacks are an
increasing number of resistant gram-negative rods and gram-
positive cocci bacterial strains and the absence of bactericidal
activity when using pharmacotherapeutic concentrations in
plasma [9].

Silicon dioxide (SiO
2
) or silica exhibits properties which

make it potential ideal material for scaffolds or grafts. SiO
2

is widely considered as basic material in a form of nanopar-
ticles, nanofibers, or thin films for biomedical applications

[11, 12]. Direct physical adsorption of bioactive factors onto
inorganic scaffolds such as mesoporous silica scaffold [13] is
a commonly utilized method for bone tissue engineering.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials of Experiment. The materials used in this
research were tetraethoxysilane (TEOS ≥ 98%, Sigma
Aldrich), (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES ≥ 98%,
Sigma Aldrich), isopropyl alcohol (p.a., Penta, Czech Repub-
lic), tetracycline (TC≥ 98%, SigmaAldrich), absolute ethanol
(Penta, Czech Republic), fluorescein 5(6)-isothiocyanate
(≥90% forHPLC, SigmaAldrich), sodiumhydroxide (NaOH,
p.a., Penta, Czech Republic), hydrochloric acid (HCl, p.a.,
35%, Penta, Czech Republic), hydrofluoric acid (HF, p.a.,
40%, Penta, Czech Republic), ammonium-acetate (p.a. Penta,
Czech Republic), methanol (p.a. Penta, Czech Republic), and
trifluoroacetic acid (99%, Sigma Aldrich).

For antibacterial tests, the gram-negative Escherichia coli
(E. coli, ATCC 9637) and the gram-positive Staphylococcus
aureus (S. aureus, ATCC 12600) were purchased from the
Czech Collection of Microorganisms, Masaryk University in
Brno. As a solid base for antibacterial tests, the blood agar
(Biorad s.r.o., Prague) and Müeller-Hinton agar (OXOID CZ
s.r.o.) were used. Antibiotic discs were purchased from ITEST
plus s.r.o., Hradec Králové (tetracycline content 10 𝜇g/piece).

2.2. Silica Nanofibers Preparation. Preparation of the silica
nanofibers is fully described in patent [3]. The initial sol was
prepared by the sol-gel method; controlled hydrolysis and
polycondensation of tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) are carried
out, where isopropyl alcohol was used as a solvent and HCl
as a catalyst. TEOS was dissolved in isopropyl alcohol, and
water and HCl were added so that the molar ratio k =
[H
2
O]/[TEOS] was k = 2.3 and the molar ratio m = [HCl]/

[TEOS] was m = 0.01. After the hydrolysis and polyconden-
sation reaction, the sol was concentrated by evaporation of
the solvent to a final content of 36wt% SiO

2
. No auxiliary

polymer or wetting agents were used for the electrospinning.
Silica nanofibers were produced by electrospinning of the

sol using a technology called Nanospider in the pilot plant
Superlab of the Elmarco Liberec Company [15] and on the
pilot plant laboratory device at the Department of Nonwov-
ens, Technical University of Liberec. For the electrospinning,
strings electrode in a length of 50 cm was used. By using this
system, the nanofibrous layer is wider and the yield is higher;
it is favorable for mass production. Prior to use, the silica
nanofibers were thermally stabilized at 180∘C for 2 hours.

The stabilized silica nanofibers comprise analytically
more than 90% of SiO

2
. The rest are retained alcohols from

preparation process (isopropyl alcohol and ethanol) and
water (in the form of Si-OH groups and adsorbed water).
Alcohol content is gradually decreased with storage time, but
it does not affect other properties of the nanofibers.

2.3. Characterization of Silica Nanofibers. The prepared silica
nanofibers were visualized and characterized by a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) Carl Zeiss ULTRA plus. The
measurement of specific surface area was carried out by the
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Scheme 1: Reaction of silica nanofibers with APTES and the subsequent coupling reaction with tetracycline [14].

method of krypton adsorption on the Autosorb IQ-KR/MP
instrument.

2.4. Silica Nanofibers Functionalization by Amino Groups.
Amino groups on the silica nanofibermatrix were introduced
by reaction with (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES)
(Scheme 1). A sample of the nanofibrous sheet was dipped
in 0.08% APTES solution in aqueous isopropyl alcohol (6%
H
2
O v./v.) for 1 hour. After removal from APTES solution,

the samples were washed twice with water and once with 0.1%
acetic acid and dried at 30∘C for 3 hours.

2.5. Quantification of Amino Groups on Silica Nanofibers.
Determination of formed amino groups on the surface of the
functionalized nanofibers in APTES was performed accord-
ing to the method developed by Ritter and Brüwiller [16]; the
method was slightly modified for our purpose.

Samples of silica nanofibers (weight approximately 5mg)
were incubated with 2mL of stock solution of fluorescein
isothiocyanate in absolute ethanol (1mg/mL) overnight in

the dark, under gentle shaking. After removing from fluores-
cein isothiocyanate solution, the samples were exhaustively
washed with ethanol and dried. Afterwards, dried nanofibers
were dissolved in 0.2MNaOH and the absorbance of the
resultant solution wasmeasured by spectrophotometric anal-
ysis.Measurementswere performedon the double-beamUV-
Vis spectrophotometer Cintra 202 in 10mm quartz cuvettes;
used wavelength was 490 nm (𝜀 = 75000mol−1⋅cm−1).

Thesemeasurements of reactive (accessible) amino group
quantity were confronted with elemental analysis of func-
tionalized nanofibers. Elemental analysis of the samples was
performed on the PE 2400 Series II CHNS/O Analyzer.

2.6. Silica Nanofibers Functionalization by Tetracycline.
Amino groups on the surface of functionalized nanofibers
are usable for immobilization of tetracycline by formation of
a covalent bond (see Scheme 1). Samples of functionalized
nanofibers were left in the action of tetracycline solution in
absolute ethanol (0.1% or 1% w./v.); the reaction was carried
out in a covered Petri dish placed in the dark for 24 hours at
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room temperature. Subsequently, the samples were eluted in
absolute ethanol and dried at 35∘C for 30min.

2.7. Tetracycline Quantification. The quantity of tetracycline
(TC) entrapped in nanofibrous net was determined by spec-
trophotometric analysis (see Section 2.5). The quantity of
adsorbed TC was calculated from measurement of ethanolic
extracts (absorbance at max. 365 nm, 𝜀 = 16600mol−1⋅cm−1).

Total quantity of TC was analyzed separately by elution
with 0.1MHCl followed by absorbance reading at max.
356 nm (𝜀 = 13900mol−1⋅cm−1). The differences of these val-
ues correspond to the portions of covalently bound TC,
but with an inferior accuracy. The covalently bounded TC
was determined more precisely by using a larger amount of
sample. In this experiment, the adsorbed TC was removed
at first by extraction with ethanol, and then the remaining
(covalently bounded) amount of TC was released due to the
incubation with 0.1MHCl.

Extraction of TC from the nanofibers was done as follows:
the sample (5–10mg) was immersed in 4–10mL of an eluent
and placed for at least 8 hours under gentle shaking in the
dark. The extinction coefficients were calculated from the
plots of absorbance values of standard TC samples series in
concentration range from 1⋅10−6 to 5⋅10−5mol⋅dm−3. Peaks
maxima in ethanolic and hydrochloride acid extracts were
found the same as in standard TC solutions.

The reliability of the results from spectrophotometric
measurements was confirmed by HPLC analysis of selected
samples. The adsorbed quantity of TC was determined by
measurements of ethanolic samples extracts (calculated from
area of the peak with max. 365 nm). After dissolving of
ethanol-washed nanofibers in HF/HCl mixture, a covalently
bonded TC was detected (area of the peak with max. at
356 nm was measured).

The HPLC analysis of selected samples were made on
Dionex Ultimate 3000 HPLC Systems, equipped with the
Diode Array Detector and a reverse-phase column Phe-
nomenex Kinetex PFP 2.6𝜇m 100R, 150mm × 4.6mm, and
using a mobile phase 0.05M trifluoroacetic acid and 0.01M
ammonium-acetate in water and/or in 20% methanol for
gradient elution.

2.8. Antibacterial Activity Tests. For testing of the immobi-
lized tetracycline antibacterial efficacy, modified microbio-
logical quantitative method AATCC 147 was chosen. Onto a
Petri dish with blood agar, 1mL of bacterial inoculum at a
concentration of 108 CFU/mLwas pipetted, and the inoculum
was triturated (the excess of inoculum was aspirated). The
tested material (size of 18 × 18mm) was placed in the middle
of the Petri dish, the plate was closed, and samples were
incubated at 37∘C for 24 hours. After incubation time, the size
of inhibition zones (IZ) of both samples was evaluated.

As a comparative method, the quantitative method of the
disc diffusion test was utilized; thismethod is commonly used
for determining of bacterial strain sensitivity to the tested
antibiotic. The antibiotic (TC) diffuses from the disc to the
surroundings; bacterial growth is inhibited; and a zone of
inhibitions is created (IZ) around the disk. Subsequently, the
diameter of the inhibition zone is measured and it must be

Table 1: Analysis results of samples after functionalization by
APTES: aelemental analysis, bcalculation from % N, and cdata from
spectrophotometric measurements.

Sample Content of Na

(wt%)

APTES
capturedb
(𝜇mol/g)

Accessible
NH
2
groupsc

(𝜇mol/g)
1 0.13 93 4.46
2 0.10 71 3.76
3 0.11 79 9.83
4 0.13 93 4.52

compared with the reference inhibition zone specified by
the manufacturer. The result is sensitive or resistant bacterial
strain to the antibiotics, according to the inhibition zone
diameter in comparisonwithmanufacturer data. For this test,
Müeller-Hinton agar was used.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Silica Nanofibers Morphology. The silica nanofibers pro-
duced by electrospinning by applying a string electrode
(Figure 1) have a standard bimodal distributionwith diameter
about 250 nm and 650 nm. The silica nanofibrous layer
includes both nanofibers (diameter of 70–500 nm) and
microfibers (diameter of 500–1500 nm). This material shows
better mechanical properties for the manipulation required
inmedical applications compared with nanomaterial without
thick silica fibers [7]. Final nanofibrous layer has the specific
surface area 8.8m2⋅g−1; it was determined by the krypton
adsorption method.

3.2. Results of Amino Groups and Tetracycline Quantification
on Silica Nanofibers. Elemental analysis of silica nanofibers
after the treatment with APTES showed the nitrogen content
in the range 0.10–0.13 wt%. If the silica nanofibers before
functionalization did not contain any nitrogen, the calcula-
tions based on wt% N gave the amount of APTES entrapped
on nanofibers. These values were much higher than the
amounts of accessible (reactive) amino groups (assigned with
fluorescein isothiocyanate) in consequence of the known
multilayer deposition of the reagent. The full utilization of
amino groups should give the load of tetracycline from 0.17 to
0.4 wt%. Summarized data for samples 1–4 (taken from four
different batches of the silica nanofibers) are in Table 1.

Table 2 summarizes the results of the TC attachment on
the functionalized samples 1–4. Elemental analysis results of
all samples demonstrated an increased content of nitrogen
in comparison with values in Table 1. These differences
served for rough calculations of TC content. In most cases,
estimations were in accordance with the results of the
subsequent spectrophotometric analysis and HPLC analysis.
The analysis of the samples in Table 2 showed the content
of tetracycline within 0.6% to 3.7%, which is a good range
for an intended medical application. The prevailing quantity
of tetracycline was bound weakly by physisorption forces,
while the minor quantity was covalently bound. As the
adsorbed TC quantity went up more rapidly than covalent
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Table 2: Results of tetracycline analysis: aconcentration of TC solution in immobilization process, bincrease of % N after TC immobilization,
ccalculation from rising of N content, dnot determined, and evalue from separate analysis of larger sample.

Sample Concentration
of TC (wt%)a Nb (wt%) Estimated

wt% TCc

Spectrophotometric measurements HPLC Analysis
Total TC
(wt%)

Adsorbed
TC (wt%)

Bound
TC (wt%)

Adsorbed
TC (wt%)

Bound
TC (wt%)

1 1 0.21 2.86 2.88 2.71 0.17 2.61 0.05
2 0.1 0.04 0.63 0.63 0.54 0.09 —d —d

2 1 0.20 3.33 3.69 3.52 0.17 —d —d

3 1 0.23 3.65 3.69 3.58 0.11 3.59 0.04
4 1 0.26 4.13 3.73 3.68 0.05/0.06e —d —d

Figure 1: SEM pictures of pure silica nanofibers at various magnifications.

bonding with an increased concentration of TC solution, this
proportion can be influenced in this way (see sample 2). The
content of covalently bound TC is determined 0.04–0.17%.
These percentages correspond to 0.9 to 3.83 𝜇mol TC/g. The
comparison with data in Table 1 implies that not all accessible
amino groups were involved in TC covalent bonding.

By calculation of the number of amino groups per
surface area from the elemental analysis results (0.10–
0.13 wt% N) and the surface area determined by krypton
sorption (8.8m2g−1), we can determined the range of 4.9–
6.4molecules/nm2. These values correspond to multilayer
binding of APTES.

3.3. Antibacterial Activity of Silica Nanofibers with Tetracy-
cline. Newly developed dressing material—silica nanofibers
with tetracycline—shows a large number of advantageswhich
does not provide any other commercial wound dressing of
this type. The advantage of this dressing is that it closely
adheres to wound bed; the silica nanofibers are gradually
dissolved and the gradual release of the immobilized and
anchored TC occurs simultaneously. The total content of
tetracycline (i.e., covalently and noncovalently bonded) for
nanofibers with specific weight of 49.3 g⋅dm−2 was deter-
mined to be 17.0mg⋅dm−2 (on average). The size 10 × 10 cm
is standard size of commercial wound dressing. Compared
with TC tablets form, where the TC dosage is 400mg/24
hours (later 200mg/24 hours), using of this nanofibrous
material is dosage decreased to 17mg/72 hours. The human
organism is not overloaded by the drug and no resistance to
the antibiotics occurs.

The tests clearly demonstrated the effect of tetracycline
on testing bacterial strains. Tests proved that the pure silica

nanofibers exhibit no inhibitory effect on the tested bacterial
strains; there is no obvious IZ. In contrast, for bacterial strain
E. coli 14.6mm is the size of IZ and for the bacterial strain
S. aureus, the size of IZ is measured 10.6mm (Figure 2). As a
control sample, a TC disc was used. Dual method of TC bind-
ing (covalently and noncovalently) can offer an advantage in
the longer-term effects of the substance. First, noncovalently
bound TC is released, and subsequently depending on the sil-
ica nanofibers degradation, covalently bound TC is released.
TC thus affects the long term and high intensity in the wound
bed, which cannot be achieved with systemic administration
of antibiotics.

4. Conclusion

This material represents a new and very convenient appli-
cation form of wound dressing. The nanofibrous material
itself is nontoxic (based on a silica which does not irritate)
and after suitable surface treatment, it may be immobilized
a wide range of different biomolecules on its surface to
cause the same effect of action as tetracycline in this study.
Here presented silica nanofibers with determined quantity
of tetracycline are a potential novel type of wound dressing.
The quantity of tetracycline was determined by two different
methods, spectrophotometric analysis and HPLC analysis to
compare. Antibacterial tests showed that the specific quantity
of tetracycline on the silica nanofibers was sufficient for
intended biomedical application. Moreover, tested dosage of
the antibiotics is much lower in comparison with commer-
cially used tetracycline drugs, which is highly desirable. The
human organism is not overloaded by the drug and resistance
to the antibiotics does not occur.
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S. aureus E. coli S. aureus
Figure 2: Inhibition zones sizes of pure silica nanofibers (a), silica nanofibers with immobilized tetracycline (b), and control disc with 10 𝜇g
of tetracycline (right picture).
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Electrospun polyetherimide (PEI) nanofibres were fixed on a steel wire solid phase microextraction (SPME) assembly. The basic
properties of the prepared nanofibres were determined by thermogravimetry, differential scanning calorimetry, adsorption, and
SEM. The analytical performance of prepared PEI SPME fibres was compared with three commercially available SPME fibres,
7𝜇m PDMS, 100𝜇m PDMS, and DVB/Carboxene/PDMS. As model water pollutants, persistent organochlorinated pesticides
hexachlorocyclohexanes (HCH) and chlorobenzene (ClB) were chosen as model water pollutants. The fibres were compared
in the headspace- (HS-) SPME mode of GC-MS/MS instrumentation. The comparison omitted other method parameters and
focused exclusively on the extraction time variability. Lab-made PEI SPME fibres showed significantly better response for the target
compounds than the other tested fibres from industrial production. Based on the results, the extraction time could be shortened
from 50 to 10min, if PEI SPME fibres were used as a modification of existing analytical protocol.

1. Introduction

Headspace solid phase microextraction (HS-SPME) is a
modern analytical technique for sample introduction into
gas chromatographic systems [1]. The HS-SPME technique
combines extractive sorption (enrichment) of targets to be
quantified with ongoing thermal desorption and injection
to the GC system. All of the above-mentioned steps can
be performed by an ordinary autosampler [2]. This fact
makes the technique attractive, as it meets the current
laboratory demands on high sample throughput, precision,
and green analytical approach as solventless operation [3].
With the progress in automation of sample preparation steps,
HS-SPME is often involved in wider protocols of coupled
techniques such as on-fibre derivatization [4, 5].

SPMEfibres are commercially available in various geome-
tries: as polymeric coatings on a stainless steel or on a glass
core, as polymeric cylinders with a surfacemembrane, as nee-
dle trap devices, and so forth [6, 7]. The most often routinely
employed polymers are polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), div-
inylbenzene (DVB), polyacrylate (PA), or polyethylene glycol
(PEG) [8]. Polypyrrole [9], cyclodextrin [10], polymeric ionic

liquids [11], or graphene-based [12] materials were proposed
to become the next generation of SPME sorbents.

A syringe-like SPME fibre geometry appears to be most
viable: polymeric coatings, sandwiches, and mixtures are
placed at the tip of the plunger, which is either hidden in a
needle (during the transport phase) or exposed off the needle
(during the extraction and thermal desorption phases of
the analysis). The usual length of the plunger tip is 10mm
and its diameter is 0.1mm. Polymeric layer thickness ranges
from 7 to 100 𝜇m. It should be noted at this point that
there is a vast amount of literature and running research on
SPME fibres prepared by sol-gel based techniques (see, e.g.,
the review by Kumar et al. [13]), which are commercially
available, for example, from Supelco or CTC Analytics, AG.
Our study contributes to the fresh technique of making
SPME assemblies from nanofibres. First analytically suc-
cessful preparations of electrospun SPME assemblies were
announced few years earlier: in 2012 for polyamide [14];
in 2014 for polyacrylate-polyethylene glycol copolymer (PA-
PEG) [15] and for polyetherimide (PEI) [16]. The latter
polymer is also the topic of this research.
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Amongst other parameters, the duration of the extractive
sorption part of the sample introduction step (enrichment)
seems to highly influence the overall time of analysis. This
is especially the case if less volatile organic compounds are
the target analytes. Various solutions are proposed to avoid
the long enrichment times: First of all, the salting out effect
is utilized for water samples whereby NaCl addition of up to
10% solution is used [17]. Temperature is another parameter
driving the analyte transfer velocity from the water phase
towards the sorption fibre. However, water vapour competes
with organic analytes vapours for sorption places at higher
temperatures [18]; therefore, temperatures exceeding 80∘C
are rarely used even for organic compounds with a lowHenry
constant. Last but not least, sorption fibre polymeric material
affinity for specific analytes and its surface preconditioning
play an important role [19].

Polyetherimide (PEI) nanofibres were chosen as the poly-
meric surface of the lab-made steel core SPME assemblies
to be evaluated in our study. During the production of
PEI nanofibres by needle electrospinning, a lab-made SPME
plunger was rotated inside a stream of freshly spewed PEI
nanofibres in order to obtain a surface covering. Completed
SPME assemblies were compared with commercial PDMS
and DVB/Carboxene/PDMS fibres with an emphasis on the
possible shortening of the duration of the enrichment step.
As a matrix for enrichment time tests, water contaminated
by hexachlorocyclohexanes (HCH) and chlorobenzene (ClB)
was used.These compounds were selected: (a) as they belong
to the group of persistent organochlorinated pesticides listed
as POPs under the Stockholm Convention on persistent
organic pollutants and have therefore priority attention, (b)
as there is a need to perform detailed monitoring of the
environmental contamination of HCH and ClB due to their
former industrial production in the Czech Republic [20], and
(c) as organochlorinated pesticides belong to widely studied
groups of target analytes with SPMEutilization [21–25]. HCH
are always accompanied by ClB in groundwater, as ClB are
products of HCH natural transformations [20]. Aside from
characterization of PEI SPME analytical performance by
GC-MS/MS system response, the prepared assemblies were
characterized by thermogravimetry (TGA), differential scan-
ning calorimetry, adsorption (BET isotherm), and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials and Reagents. Lab-made SPME fibres were
assembled from a stainless steel capillary and 304H wire
supplied by Teseco and RDG810 3D-printer polymer sup-
plied by VeroClear (Figure 2). PEI was obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich (CAS: 61128-46-9, melt index 18 g/10min,
337∘C/6.6 kg) and was dissolved overnight in a mixture of
dimethylformamide/tetrahydrofuran (Sigma-Aldrich) 80 : 20
into 15%w/w solution (labelled S1) for electrospinning, fol-
lowing the procedure of Bagheri et al. [16].

Chromatographic standards of hexachlorocyclohexanes
(HCH), Mix 5 (100 𝜇g⋅mL−1 in acetone), and chloroben-
zene (ClB), Mix 12 (1000 𝜇g⋅mL−1 in acetone), were pur-
chased from Neochema; isotopically labelled 𝛾-HCH D6

(100 𝜇g⋅mL−1 in cyclohexane) was obtained from Dr. Ehren-
storfer GmbH (Table 1). SPME commercial fibres were
obtained from Supelco (100 𝜇m PDMS and 50/30 𝜇m DVB/
Carboxene/PDMS) and CTC Analytics AG (7𝜇m PDMS).

Helium of 5.0 purity and argon of 4.8 purity (Linde Gas)
were used as a carrier gas and collision gas for GC-MS/MS
measurements, respectively. Argon and nitrogen gases of 4.8
purity (Linde Gas) were used for surface area determination.
Low purity nitrogen was used for the thermogravimetric and
calorimetric measurements.

2.2. Apparatus and Equipment. Mass loss temperature
dependence of 100𝜇m PDMS and PEI fibres was compared
by measurements using TGA Q500 (Thermo). Fibres were
tested under nitrogen flow (60mL permin), which resembles
GC injector inert conditions rather than air composition.
The temperature program was started at 25∘C, graduating by
10∘C per minute to 750∘C, with a hold for 60min at 250∘C.

The appearance of manufactured PEI and Supelco PDMS
fibres was documented using SEM microscope Tescan Vega
3 (Figure 2). The specific surface of electrospun PEI fibres
was determined by the absorption method nitrogen/krypton
upon liquid nitrogen temperature and was evaluated with
a BET adsorption isotherm. Measurement was performed
on an Autosorb IQ-MP instrument (Quantachrome Instru-
ments).

The temperature of glass transition was determined by
differential scanning calorimetry (Mettler Toledo DSC1).The
temperature was program started at 0∘C, graduating by 10∘C
per minute to the final temperature of 250∘C. The flow of
carrier gas (nitrogen) was adjusted to 50mL per minute.This
programwas repeated twice, firstly to remove sample thermal
history and secondly to determine the real physical properties
of the PEI nanofibres.

Analytical performance of all SPME fibres was tested on
a gas chromatograph (Thermo Trace 1310) equipped with
a mass spectrometer triple quadrupole detector (Thermo
TSQ� 8000), autosampler (CTCAnalyticsAG, PALLHX-xt),
and a programmed temperature vapourizing injector (PTV).
For the 4.5min long fibre conditioning step, the PTV was set
at 255∘C in the case of the commercial fibres and at 205∘C for
lab-made PEI fibres. The split flow was set at 50mL per min
for the conditioning phase. For the 1min long desorption and
injection step, the PTVwas set at 200∘C in splitless operation.

A VF-5MS chromatographic column (30m long,
0.25mm thick with a stationary phase thickness of 0.25 𝜇m,
Agilent) was installed in the gas chromatograph. The
temperature program of the chromatographic oven started at
60∘C, graduating firstly by 10∘C per min to 250∘C, followed
by a temperature gradient of 35∘C per min to 300∘C and
held on this temperature for 3min. The carrier gas flow was
adjusted to 1mL per min. All of the SPME fibres were tested
for graduating extraction (enrichment) time in the headspace
of the measured vials: for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 30, and 50 minutes
at the same incubation temperature of 70∘C and an agitator
speed of 250 rpm. For each tested fibre, twenty-four tap
water samples spiked with the same concentration of HCH
and ClB standard (2.5 𝜇g⋅L−1 of each HCH isomer, 0.3 𝜇g⋅L−1
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Table 1: Retention times and SRM transitions of the studied HCH and ClB.

Compound GC retention time Precursor ion Product ion Collision energy
min 𝑚/𝑧 𝑚/𝑧 eV

1,3-Dichlorobenzene 5.88 146 75 20
1,4-Dichlorobenzene 6.01 146 75 20
1,2-Dichlorobenzene 6.30 146 75 20
1,3,5-Trichlorobenzene 7.75 180 109 20
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene 8.43 180 109 20
1,2,3-Trichlorobenzene 8.93 180 109 20
1,2,4,5 + 1,2,3,5-Trichlorobenzene 10.54 214 108 30
1,2,3,4-Trichlorobenzene 11.24 214 108 30
Pentachlorobenzene 13.04 250 215 18
𝛼-HCH 15.20 181 145 22
Hexachlorobenzene 15.29 284 214 30
𝛽-HCH 15.75 181 145 15
𝛾-HCH 15.93 181 145 22
𝛾-HCH D6 15.93 224 150 20
𝛿-HCH 16.52 181 145 24
𝜀-HCH 16.73 217 181 8

1

8

2 3 76

5

(1) Syringe pump
(2) Syringe
(3) Polymeric solution
(4) Grounded collector

(5) Nanofibres
(6) SPME fibre
(7) Motor
(8) High voltage power supply

4

Figure 1: The scheme of the needle electrospinning apparatus.

of deuterated 𝛾-HCH, and 0.6 𝜇g⋅L−1 of each ClB) were
prepared. Lower concentrations of 𝛾-HCH D6 were used as
they are established on this level as a GC-MS/MS internal
standard for routine HCH determination via HS-SPME in
our laboratory.

The retention times of all of the HCH and ClB isomers
were determined previously in the full scan mode of MS
detector and, subsequently, selected reaction monitoring
(SRM) transitions were specified in order to enhance detector
selectivity and sensitivity for HCH and ClB (Table 1).

2.3. Methods

2.3.1. Preparation of PEI Nanofibres. Solution S1 was pumped
into the electrospinner needle with a flow of 5 𝜇L per min,
whereby the needle was connected at 16 kV. The grounded
SPME plunger collected the freshly produced nanofibres at
a speed of 50 rpm at 25∘C and relative humidity of 38%
(Figure 1).

Figure 2: From left: plastic components, steel capillary and wire
for lab-made fibre, 2 pieces of assembled lab-made fibres, and a
commercial SPME fibre.

All of the commercial SPME fibres were conditioned
according to the manufacturer’s instruction before the mea-
surements. Lab-made PEI fibres were conditioned at 200∘C
for 90minutes in PTV injector with the flow of carrier gas set
to 20mL per min.

The analytical performance of the HS-SPME fibre was
tested in 20mL vials capped with PTFE/silicon septa and a
magnetic cap, with 10mL of the water sample. These method
parameters together with chromatographic and MS settings
were used as they had been previously validated on a GC-
MS/MS instrument for HCH and ClB determination in water
with the legally required sensitivity (LOQ 0.01𝜇g⋅mL−1 of 𝛾-
HCH and 0.02 𝜇g⋅mL−1 of the sum of HCH isomers).

3. Results and Discussion

For the purpose of this study, several pieces of SPME
assemblies with plunger tips covered by electrospun PEI
were prepared (Figures 2 and 3). Thermogravimetric char-
acterization of both PDMS and PEI SPME fibres shows an
insignificant difference in the temperature dependent mass
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: A spent 100 𝜇m PDMS fibre from Supelco (a) and a lab-made PEI fibre (b).
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Figure 4: HCH response for 3 commercial and PEI fibres (the scale is interrupted at the response value of 1.0 × 106 on all of the graphs, error
bars at 1𝜎, 𝑛 = 3).
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Figure 5: ClB response for 3 commercial and PEI fibres (the scale is interrupted at the response values of 5.0 × 106 and 8.5 × 107 on all of the
graphs, error bars at 1𝜎, 𝑛 = 3).

loss. This was a prerequisite for fibre analytical utilization
because polymer degradation products are not welcome in a
GC-MS/MS system.

Calorimetric testing determined the glass transition tem-
perature of PEI to approximately 210∘C. This explains the
decrease in the sorption capacity of the PEI fibres, when an
injector temperature of 250∘Cwas used (data not shown).The
data presented (Figures 4 and 5) were collected at an injector
temperature of 200∘C.

The surface area was the last measured nonanalytical
parameter of the prepared nanofibres. A high value of 58.1m2 ⋅
g−1 seemed promising in the effort to make the extractive
(enrichment) phase the shortest one as possible.

The dependencies of GC-MS/MS peak areas on the
extraction time for 6 HCH isomers (including one isotopic
labelled isomer) and for four groups of ClB are shown in Fig-
ures 4 and 5, respectively. For clarity, ClB data were grouped
according to the degree of chlorination (sumof trichlorinated

benzene, sum of tetrachlorinated benzene, pentachloroben-
zene, and hexachlorobenzene). The DVB/Carboxene/PDMS
fibre appeared to have the absolutely highest response values
from commercial fibres. This fibre also did not approach
the sorption equilibrium during 50min of extraction time.
Conversely, pure PDMS fibres either reached the sorption
equilibrium after 50min (7𝜇m fibre) or were close to it
(100 𝜇mfibre).The responses at distinct extraction timeswere
noticeably lower for PDMS fibres. In the case of 7𝜇m PDMS
fibre the response was only a few % compared to all other
fibres.

The PEI fibre performed similarly to the DVB/Car-
boxene/PDMS fibre in the meaning of high response.
However, there are some differences between the PEI and
DVB/Carboxene/PDMS fibres. The response of the PEI fibre
only reaches about 95% of the DVB/Carboxene/PDMS fibre
response of tri-ClB, 150% of the response of tetra-ClB, about
325% of the response of penta-ClB, and about 1100% of
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the response of hexa-ClB (see Figure 5). As for HCH isomers,
the PEI fibre performed with noticeably higher responses
thanDVB/Carboxene/PDMSfibre. For some of theHCH iso-
mers, the difference was several times higher (see Figure 5).

There is a validated procedure in our laboratory for HCH
and ClB determination in water based on 100 𝜇m PDMS
fibre. This procedure fulfils the required LOQ and LOD and
employs a 50min long extraction time. The PEI fibre reaches
the corresponding response of a 100 𝜇m PDMS fibre (1 × 107
of arbitrary units) already within a 10min extraction time.

These results are very promising in terms of the appli-
cability of PEI fibres in the analysis of organochlorinated
pesticides. However, long-term performance tests of PEI
fibres are still missing. This could be a weak point in the
involvement of nanoscaled sorbents in SPME, as the fibres
can quickly lose the flexibility during GC temperature cycles.
On the other hand, there was no visible damage to the PEI
fibre after the 24 injections conducted in this study.

The other parameter, which remains unclear for the lab-
oratory preparation of SPME PEI fibres for routine analytical
purposes, is the fibre-to-fibre reproducibility of sorption
properties. This aspect could be solved by using fibre quality
control samples at the beginning of the work with a new fibre.

4. Conclusions

The feasibility of lab-scale preparation of several pieces of
SPME PEI fibres by electrospinning has been proven. The
prepared electrospun PEI nanofibres had better performance
than three commercial SPME fibres in terms of the GC-
MS/MS system response for representatives of organochlo-
rinated pesticides (HCH, ClB). Therefore, the extraction
time could be shortened from 50 to 10min by switching
the PEI fibre for the 100 𝜇m PDMS fibre while maintaining
the required sensitivity. This practically means considerable
reduction of one-sample analysis time to the GC runtime
(slightly over 20min). Fibre conditioning and another sample
extraction can be done byGC-MS/MS autosampler in parallel
during the GC runtime of the previous sample. As a result, 50
samples could be measured daily with PEI fibre instead of 20
samples with 100 𝜇m PDMS fibre.

Fast sorption and cheap, fast, and easy production of
PEI nanofibres are the most beneficial properties in their
application as sorbents in the SPME fibres. Based on obtained
data, polyetherimide nanofibres as sorbent used in analytical
chemistry deserve more detailed future research. Currently,
only very few laboratories care about producing their own
lab-made SPME fibres. However, with the global availability
of all of the necessary components, the concept of lab-made
SPME fibres is becoming a more valid option.
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Electrospinning is a unique and versatile technique to produce nanofibres; the facility to incorporate fillers has expanded its range
of applications. This review gives a brief description of the process and the different polymers employed for obtaining nanofibres.
Owing to the ability of fibrillation of polyamides, these polymers have resulted in a wide variety of interesting results obtained
when using this technique; therefore these features are summarised. Additionally, because of the feasibility of incorporating
carbon nanotubes and graphene in these nanofibres and the growing interest on these nanomaterials, this review focuses in
the most common methods employed for their incorporation in electrospun polyamides. Several equipment setups used for the
electrospinning of the nanofibres are explained.Theoutstanding electrical, optical, crystallinity, andmechanical properties obtained
by a number of research groups are discussed. The potential applications of the resulting nanocomposites have also been explored.

1. Introduction

Electrospinning is a unique technique that can effectively
produce fibres with diameters ranging from micrometers to
several nanometres using a wide variety of materials [1–4].
This approach has been known since its patent was issued in
1924 by Formhals; however it was not until the last couple of
decades that there was a revival on the interest of applying
such technique in order to produce nanofibres. In this regard,
Reneker and Chun promoted the interest of electrospinning
and they have also provided a detailed review about the
mechanism of electrospinning process including a diversity
of polymers that were electrospun in their laboratory [1].
Teo and Ramakrishna have also offered a review on this
process about different materials that have been electrospun,
such as polymers, composites, ceramics, and metals [3].
Electrospinning of polymers has been very attractive because
of the interesting characteristics when the diameters of the
fibres are in the nanoscale [1–7].

Luo et al. reviewed the different insights found between
the academia and the industry about the nanofibre research,

providing also a comprehensive comparison of the conven-
tional techniques for obtaining fibres [7]. Nanofibres are
exceptional when compared to any other fibres due to the
very large surface area to volume ratio (which can be as large
as 103 times compared to a microfibre) which leads superior
mechanical performance (e.g., stiffness and tensile strength),
high porosity, high gas permeability, and small interfibrous
pore size [5–16]. Some authors have reviewed a variety of
electrospun nanofibres and highlighted their potential for
their use in filtration membranes, [5, 6], solar cells [6, 8],
electronic devices [8], and biomedical applications [9, 17, 18].

A number of polymers such as polyacrylonitrile [10],
polyvinyl acetate [11], polyvinylidene fluoride/polypyrrole
[12], poly-𝜀-caprolactone [13], polystyrene [14], polyethylene
[15], and natural-synthetic hybrids like chitosan/starch/
polyethylene terephthalate [16] have been used to obtain elec-
trospun fibres. Huang and coworkers have made an extensive
review of the processing parameters, features, modelling,
and simulations related to a variety of polymers that have
been electrospun into nanofibres [2]. Polyamides are suitable
for electrospinning processing due to their polyelectrolytic
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behaviour in acid solution [19]. They are among the most
used polymers for the successful electrospinning due to
their mechanical properties, such as high tensile and impact
strength, durability, and chemical and abrasion resistance
[5, 19]. The outstanding properties of the nanofibres have
attracted a lot of attention from many research groups due
to the high production rate and the facility to incorporate
reinforcingmaterials expanding the range of applications that
can be obtained through this process.

Nanomaterials can impart remarkable structural and
physical properties to the matrix as reinforcement agents
[20–22]. Among the fillers used to reinforce nanofibres are
metal nanoparticles [23–25], nanoclays [26–28], and carbon
nanomaterials [29–38]. CNTs have been studied in the last
two decades and since the raising of graphene a lot of research
has been focused on these two carbon allotropes in polymer
nanocomposites [21, 29, 30]. CNTs are known to possess high
aspect ratio, elastic modulus values of ∼1 TPa, and tensile
strength of 60–150GPa [21, 29]. They have been observed
to have thermal conductivity as high as 6000W/cmK and
electrical conductivity of 5000 S/cm [29].The tensile strength
of graphene is similar or slightly higher than CNTs (130GPa);
although CNTs show comparable mechanical properties to
graphene, this 2D carbon filler has superior properties than
those of the 1D carbon filler in certain aspects, such as
thermal and electrical conductivity [30]. Because of their high
strength and high aspect ratio carbon based nanocomposite
fibres with extraordinary superior mechanical properties
have been obtained [20, 31, 32]. Electrical [33, 34] and
physical [35, 36] properties have also been enhanced by
the incorporation of these nanomaterials. Yeo and Friend
have reviewed several aspects of CNT based electrospun
nanofibres [20]. However, there are no reviews on graphene
based nanocomposites obtained from electrospinning.

This review focuses on CNT and graphene based
polyamide nanofibres because of the above mentioned char-
acteristics that carbon nanofillers can provide and the wide
use of this polymer in electrospinning. In addition, it is
important to highlight the different properties that can be
obtained in the nanofibres taking into account different
aspects for the processing of these carbon based nanocom-
posites. In this regard, we have summarised the different
methods and setups used for the nanocomposite preparation
and the effects provided in themorphological, optical, electri-
cal, crystallisation, and mechanical properties of nanocom-
posite electrospun fibres. The prospective applications of
these nanofibres are also presented.

2. Nanocomposite Preparation

Electrospun fibres are obtained from a polymer solution;
when nanofillers are incorporated, they have to be dispersed
in the liquid medium by vigorous stirring and/or sonication
followed by themixing of the dispersion with a polymer solu-
tion [29]. Pristine nanometric carbon is extremely difficult
to disperse and align in a polymer matrix because it usually
forms strong bundles due to van der Waals forces between
adjacent carbon nanomaterials [37, 38]. Furthermore, CNTs

and graphene have an atomically smooth nonreactive surface;
the lack of interfacial bonding inhibits load transfer from
the matrix to nanomaterial across the nanomaterial/polymer
interface [64]. Therefore, the main challenges for obtaining
carbon based nanocompositeswith remarkable properties are
the improvement of the dispersion, alignment, and interfacial
adhesion of nanometric carbon within the matrix. Many
works have been directed to overcome these shortcomings in
carbon based nanocomposites [25, 37, 38, 64–69].

Electrospinning is an ideal route for aligning carbon
nanomaterials [2, 65]; the different approaches and results
obtained by several groups will be discussed in the next
section. Functionalisation provides efficient stress transfer
from the polymer matrix to the nanometric carbon by
preventing aggregation of them, providing a better dispersion
of the nanomaterials in the polymer matrix [37, 66, 67].
It also increases the polymer-nanomaterial physical contact
and can form chemical bonds between the nanomaterial
and the polymer matrix [66]. The functional groups at the
surface of nanometric carbon make the strongest type of
interfacial bonding with the polar polymer matrices [64].
Selected functional groups can broaden the properties of
the carbon nanomaterials through the formation of donor-
acceptor complexes with the graphitic structure, affording
the tunability of electrical conductivity and optical properties
[68].Moreover, the additional organicmoieties on the surface
of carbon nanomaterial can improve the solubility of them to
suit different solvents [68, 69].

Polyamides consist of methylene segments (CH
2
)
𝑛
sep-

arated by amide units (NH-CO). The presence of the polar
groups makes functionalisation of carbon nanofillers a rel-
evant approach for the preparation of electrospun fibres.
Table 1 shows the different carbon nanomaterials used in
polyamide electrospun fibres. According to the works sum-
marised, the most commonly employed carbon nanofillers
are those characterised by having oxygenated groups in
their structure. Pristine carbon nanotubes typically contain
carbonaceous impurities and metal catalyst particles [21, 29].
Purification of CNTs is typically achieved by oxidation using
strong acids [21, 29, 66]. This process originates functional
groups such as carbonyl, hydroxyl, and carboxyl on the
graphitic surface [21, 69]. An extensively used strategy for
obtaining graphene is the modification of graphite through
oxidative routes for its subsequent exfoliation to produce
GO [38]. The carboxylic acid groups at the sheet edges and
epoxy and hydroxyl groups on the basal plane of GO sheets
allow them to disperse in polar solvents [64]. Amino func-
tionalised CNTs and graphene have also been incorporated
into electrospun nanocomposites [31, 32, 44, 45, 70]. Jeong
et al. showed that amino functionalised CNTs have better
stability during the same period of time when compared to
acid treated nanotubes; see Figure 1 [34, 45]. Our research
group studied the influence of the dimensionality of both 1D
and 2D carbon fillers on the dispersion of PA66; the capability
of the CNTs to bend and the higher amount of NH

2
on their

surface when compared to graphene sheets allowed the 1D
nanotubes to interact with each other resulting in aggregation
of them when incorporated into the polymer matrix [31].
Avila-Vega et al. incorporated nitroxide groups to GO using
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Table 1: Polyamide electrospun nanofibres reinforced with 1D and 2D carbon.

Nanofiller Functionalising agents Polymer matrix Solvent Reference
P-MWCNTs — PA66 FA [32]
O-MWCNTs H

2
SO
4
/HNO

3
PA66 FA [32]

A-MWCNTs EDAC/DMA PA66 FA [31]
O-MWCNTs Not specified PA66 FA/DCM [35, 39]
O-SWCNTs H

2
SO
4
/HNO

3
PA6 FA [40]

P-MWCNTs — PA6 FA [41]
P-CNTs — PA6 HFIP [42]

MWCNTs-OH KMnO
4
in the presence of a phase transfer
catalyst/dispersed in DMF PA66 FA [43]

O-MWCNTs HNO
3
/HCl dispersed in DMF PA11 FA/DCM [44]

A-MWCNTs SOCl
2
/EDA PA66 FA [34, 45]

O-MWCNTs H
2
SO
4
/HNO

3
PA6 HFIP [46]

O-MWCNTs HNO
3
/HCl dispersed in Triton X-100 PA610 HFIP [47]

O-MWCNTs HNO
3
/HCl dispersed in DMF or Triton X-100 and

sodium dodecyl sulfate PA66 FA [48]

P-MWCNTs Dispersed in Triton X-100 PA6 HFIP [49]
A-MWCNTs SOCl

2
/EDA PA6 FA [50]

P-MWCNTs — PA6 FA [50]
O-MWCNTs H

2
SO
4
/HNO

3
PA6 FA [51]

Ac-MWCNTs Friedel-Crafts acylation PA6 FA [52]
P-MWCNTs — PA6 FA [52]
O-MWCNTs Commercially obtained PA6 HFIP [53]
O-MWCNTs Commercially obtained PA6 Cresol/FA [54]
RGO Hydrazine PA66 FA [55]
NGO Oxoammonium salts PA6 HFIP [41, 56]
RGO Hydrazine PA66 FA/DCM [33, 57]
RGO Hydrazine PA66 FA [57]
GnPs Commercially obtained PA6 HFIP [58]
GO Hummers method PA66 FA [32]
AGe EDAC/DMA PA66 FA [31]
RGO Hexamethylentetramine PA66 FA [32]
TiO
2
-RGO Hydrothermal method PA6 FA/AA [59]

RGO Hydrothermal method PA6 FA/AA [60]
GO Hummers and Offeman’s method PA6 FA [61]
RGO Hydroiodic acid PA6 FA [62]
BSA-GO Electrostatic self-assembly PA6 FA [63]

a new method for functionalising and exfoliating GO sheets
in one step [41]. Table 1 also shows that other authors have
employed techniques taking advantage of Van der Waals, 𝜋-
𝜋, CH-𝜋, and other interactions; the adsorbed surfactants,
biomolecules, or polymers provide repulsive and attractive
forces creating stable dispersions [47–49, 63].

A large number of investigations have employed a
nanofiller dispersion followed by mixing with the polyamide
solution [31–36, 39, 41, 42, 45, 50, 51, 55, 56, 58–60, 71–73].
Table 1 also shows that PA6 and PA66 are the most studied
polymers and the solvents used for the electrospinning of
the nanofibres are also included. Kim et al. reported that
the ultrasonication of O-MWCNTs in DMF provides a

dispersion of individual nanotubes which is stable and can
be stored at room temperature for several months without
precipitation [48]. According to Lala and coworkers, HFIP is
the best solvent for dispersing P-MWCNTs effectively when
compared to different solvents [49]. FA has also been used for
dispersingCNTs and graphene in polyamides [31, 32, 55].This
organic solvent offers fine dispersion stability of the carbon
nanomaterials and good solubility of polyamides [34, 45]. A
combination of this solvent with others such as DCMandAA
has also been used [33, 35, 39].

Another approach employed for obtaining these
nanocomposites is by dip-coating the nanofibres previously
obtained by electrospinning in a carbon nanomaterial
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Figure 1: Images of the MWCNTs dispersed in a formic acid solution (sonication ∼30min). (a) Initial status and (b) after 44 h. Reprinted
from [45], Copyright 2006, with permission from Elsevier.

dispersion [33, 40, 43, 48, 49, 57, 74, 75]. In this method, the
nanometric carbon is adsorbed onto the surface of nanofibre
mats as shown in Figure 2. Kim et al. studied the effect
of two surfactants on the adsorption of O-MWCNTs; the
nonionic surfactant resulted in a higher degree of adsorption
of the nanotubes on the PA66 nanofibres [48]. This method
is useful for obtaining transparent films [40]. Havel et al.
adapted a similar method to deposit O-MWCNTs onto
nanofibre mats allowing the formation of a thin conductive
2D network [44].

PVP was used to act as a modifier for improving the
adsorption of GO sheets onto the nanofibres via strong 𝜋-
𝜋 interactions; the additional sites on the PVP-GO surface
provided hydrogen bonding with neighbouring PA66 nanofi-
bres; this route was also used for the reduction of GO by
a combination of hydrazine vapour treatment and thermal
annealing (350∘C) [33]. Pant et al. employed hydrothermal
treatment for the reduction of GO in PA6 nanofibres [60].
In addition, another work of these authors showed that these
RGO/P6 fibres facilitated the deposition of TiO

2
nanopar-

ticles either on the nanonets or on the graphene sheets
present on the main nanofibres [59]. Other authors have
adsorbed GO onto the nanofibres followed by the reduction
of the graphene sheets [33, 55, 57, 61]. Figure 3 shows a
method for fabricating yarns from PA6 electrospun fibres
functionalised with BSAmolecules (yellow dots, Figure 3(a)).
TheGOwaswrapped via electrostatic self-assembly with BSA
(Figure 3(b)), which served as an adhesive for improving the
adsorption of GO sheets onto the textile, followed by a low-
temperature chemical reduction of GO (Figure 3(c)) [62, 63].
Cruz-Silva et al. developed a new technique for obtaining
electrospun PA fibres on top of freestanding GO film [76].
Wang et al. penetrated RGOnanosheets of different sizes onto
PA66 nanofibres for constructing smooth conductive paths
within polymer nanofibre fabrics [77].

An in situ polymerisation technique has also been used
to prepare MWCNT/PA6 nanocomposites with subsequent
electrospinning [52], showing better dispersion of the nan-
otubes when functionalised with amino groups. Kang and
Jin also used a similar approach in order to incorporate O-
MWCNTs into PA610 [47].

The type of method used for the incorporation of the
carbon nanofiller in a matrix will have a repercussion in the
application to which they will be destined. A good dispersion
of the carbon filler inside the polymer is required for those
applications where strength is needed [4, 17, 18, 78–82].Thin,
transparent, conducting films are critical for their use as
electrodes in modern electronic devices [8, 22, 40, 57, 77].
For chemical sensors the interactions of the analyte with the
carbon nanomaterials have suggested a better performance
when they are surface adsorbed using a surfactant [49, 74, 75].

3. Morphology of the Electrospun Fibres

Electrospinning provides electrostatic stretching forces
(whipping elongation) for overcoming any entanglement of
nanomaterials [70]. A uniform distribution of carbon
nanomaterials is critical for preventing nanofiller protrusion,
notches, and beads across the fibre body [56, 70]. Polymer
solution properties, such as molecular weight, solution vis-
cosity, surface tension, solution conductivity, and dielectric
constant, are critical factors that affect the electrospun fibre
morphology [68, 83, 84]. Process parameters, such as applied
voltage, polymer flow rate, and capillary-collector distance,
also have diverse effects on the morphological appearance
and average fibre diameter [14, 17, 35, 71, 84].

Different electrospinning setups have been made to con-
trol the alignment of the polyamide electrospun fibres [2, 17,
71]; among the different approaches developed are rotating
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Figure 2: High-resolution SEM images of the nonwoven fibrous PA6 membranes (a) before and (b) after dip-coating in a dispersion of
O-MWCNTs in water (0.05wt.%) containing Triton X-100 surfactant (0.3 wt.%). (c) Images of nonwoven fibrous PA6 and the O-MWCNT-
adsorbed nonwoven fibrous PA6 and (d) scheme of the simple processing technique used for producing the O-MWCNT-adsorbed nonwoven
fibrous PA6 membranes. Reprinted from [48], Copyright 2005, with permission from John Wiley and Sons.
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Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the three steps used to prepare RGO nanoyarns. Reprinted from [63], Copyright 2005, with permission
from John Wiley and Sons.

drums [14, 34, 45], parallel plates [39], rotating discs [70],
electrically rotating viscoelastic jets [10], grounded collector
plates [31, 32, 55], and self-blending coelectrospinning [58,
85]. Applying other stretching forces can also enhance the
alignment of the nanofillers along the fibre axis [70] and this
is also a promising way to improve the molecular orientation
degree in the fibre [70]. Parallel plates enabled the collection
of aligned PA66 fibre arrays [39]. Aligned fibre bundles can
also be obtained by a phase-inversionmethod. In thismethod
the fibres are collected on a water bath; once they are floating
on water they are transferred to a rotating drum and aligned
in bundles of ∼20𝜇m in diameter [6, 51]. Liu et al. obtained
individual fibres of PA6/MWCNTs with diameters ranging
from 200 to 300 nm using this technique [51]. This method

has been used to fabricate microfiltration and ultrafiltration
membranes [59, 70]. Moreover the manipulation of geomet-
rical stretching of the electrospun nanofibres can favour the
alignment of nanomaterials in the polymermatrix [70].High-
speed rotating collectors have also been used to collect and
to align CNTs in the polymer matrix. A study showed that
the mechanical properties are affected by the alignment of
PA6 fibres and the enhanced orientation of MWCNTs by the
take-up speed [46]. The alignment of fibres is important for
engineering the nanostructure and it also provides the ability
to twist the aligned fibre bundles for fabricating nanoyarns
[63, 71]. Yarns of twisted electrospun MWCNT/PA6 com-
posite nanofibres, ranging from 5 to 10 𝜇m in diameter, have
been produced by a two-disk mechanism where a first disk
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Figure 4: SEM images of as-spun (a) PA6 nanofibres, (b) 0.5% GnP/PA6 nanofibres, and (c) 1.0% GnP/PA-6 nanofibres. (d) Plot on the
correlations of fibre diameters (black hollow diamond) and electrical conductivity (blue solid circle) versus PA6 solutions containing varied
amount of GnP nanosheets. Reprinted from [58], Copyright 2013, with permission from Elsevier.

with controlled rotation imparts twist to a fibre bundle and
then this is continuously wound on by a second disk with a
constant linear speed [70].

The electrospinning setups have an influence on the
morphology of the fibres; however, the content of the nano-
materials also affects the diameter of the nanofibres. These
nanofillers produce changes in the physical properties of
the solutions such as viscosity and electrical conductivity.
Increasing the content of the carbon nanofiller provides a
higher viscosity which in turn will produce thicker fibres. On
the other hand, the electrical conductivity will also be higher
and will favour the stretching of thinner fibres [32]. Due to
these opposite behaviours some studies have shown variable
fibre diameters as the loading of the nanofiller is increased
[32, 46, 50, 51]. Li et al. obtained PA6 nanofibres with decreas-
ing diameter as the loading of GnPs was increased. Figure 4
shows that GnPs gave rise to the electrical conductivity and
produced finer nanofibres [58]. There are other works that
have shown the reduced diameter of the nanofibres as the
nanofiller loading increased [42, 55]. Addition of LA to PA6
for obtaining electrospun fibres produced nanofibres with
flat and ribbon-shaped morphologies with wrinkled surfaces
when compared to the cylindrical pure PA6 nanofibres.

Furthermore, incorporation of CNTs decreased the fibre
diameter, attributed to the increased electrical conductivity
of the electrospun solutions [42]. Avila-Vega et al. found
that the stability of the solutions also lead to effects on the
homogeneity of the diameters of NGO/PA6 nanofibres [41].
The diameter of the nanofibres has been found to be related
to the mechanical and thermal properties [35, 39].

Additionally, in the last decade a variant of the com-
monly known electrospun nanofibres has been developed;
this approach known as electrospinning/netting refers to
the formation of nanofibres with diameters below 50 nm
which connect with each other forming a spider-web-like
morphology among the main nanofibres of larger diameter.
Wang et al. have made a review on the recent advances when
achieving this type of morphology, summarising several
properties found in these type of bimodal diameter nanofi-
bres [84]. Interestingly, PA6was the first polymer to show this
type of morphology; therefore there is valuable information
about the parameters to obtain this interconnecting nets
in electrospun polyamides; however, research regarding this
type of morphology in nanofibres reinforced with carbon
nanomaterials is limited. Pant et al. have reported that the
incorporation of GO into PA6 allowed the formation of a
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Figure 5: TEM images of 1 wt.% O-MWCNT/PA66 nanofibres showing (a) O-MWCNT oriented along the small diameter nanofibre, (b)
O-MWCNT oriented in the large diameter nanofibre, and (c) bimodal diameter nanofibres.
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Figure 6: SEM images of (a) P-CNT/PA66 nanofibres, (b) A-CNT/PA66, (c) RGO/PA66, and (d) AG/PA66.

large/scale uniform bimodal fibres with distributed thick (∼
200 nm) and thin (∼13 nm) fibre diameter in spider-wave-
like nanonets [36, 60]. The formation of spider-wave-like
nanonets was attributed to the fast solvent degradation
of PA6 caused by well dispersed GO sheets through the
electrospinning solution [36]. Figure 5 displays TEM images
obtained in our research group; the spider-net like structures
were also found in PA66 electrospun fibres reinforced with
oxidised MWCNTs. Furthermore, Figure 6 shows this type
of morphology in PA66 nanofibres containing diverse 1D

and 2D carbon nanomaterials also synthesised in our group,
indicating that addition of carbon nanofillers has a favouring
effect for the formation of netting among the main PA66
nanofibres. This can be related to the increased conductivity
achieved in the solution by the incorporation of nanofillers.
Electrospinning conditions can be found in [31, 32].

Pant and coworkers have explained that the increased
conductivity of different pure PA6 solutions increased the
ionization of polymer and therefore the fibres were char-
acterised by these subnanofibres [86]. Furthermore, several
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Figure 7: (a) TEM bright field image. The inset shows the SAED acquired in the circumscribed region by the red dotted circle. (b) STEM Z-
contrast image showing two fibres containingNGO layers. Arrows indicate the horizontal and vertical fibres. Highermagnification Z-contrast
images from (c) vertical fibre and (d) horizontal fibre. Reprinted from [56], Copyright 2010, with permission from Elsevier.

authors have found that the electrospinning process usually
favours the alignment of CNTs in the nanofibres [31, 32,
53, 70]. This behaviour is due to the converging nanoscale
jet reducing the number of available orientations in the
flow field [53]. NGO was aligned within the PA6 nanofibres
meanwhile agglomerates of the nanofiller could hardly be
aligned; therefore the NGO sheets protruded from the fibres;
Figure 7 shows the NGO/PA6 nanofibres [56].

Zomer Volpato et al. found that the surface of PA6
electrospun fibres was rough with defects attributed to the
fibre stretching and the presence of O-MWCNTs in the
nanocomposite fibres resulted in greater surface roughness
compared to the control nanofibres [53]. Yun et al. fabricated
a RGO/PA6 fabric from randomly oriented nanocomposite
fibres with diameters of 150–200 nm; numerous wrinkles
were observed by high-resolution SEM, indicating the uni-
form wrapping of the RGO nanosheets onto PA nanofibres
[63]. GnPs/PA6 nanofibres have also been used as reinforce-
ment fillers in simultaneous electrospinning of PMMA [58].
The PMMA fibres were melted in situ to become the matrix,
whereas the GnPs/PA6 nanofibres with higher melting point
maintained their original morphology within the PMMA

matrix; this method was used for achieving a good dispersion
by using the graphene based nanofibres as dispersing carriers
in the polymer matrix.

4. Electrical and Optical Properties

Nanometric carbon based films have attracted a lot of
interest because of the outstanding electrical and mechanical
properties of CNTs and graphene [40, 57, 61]. Using minimal
amounts of CNTs or graphene in a polymer makes the
resulting nanocomposites electrically conductive. Conduc-
tivity of carbon based nanocomposites increases markedly
once the nanofiller content becomes high enough to per-
colate, that is, to form a connected network that acts as
a conductive pathway through the nonconductive polymer
matrix [33, 34, 43, 49, 69]. In addition, percolation thresh-
old increases significantly when processing methods cause
nanofillers to align [69] and also polyamides can offer high
transparency depending upon electrospinning parameters
[33]. Consequently, electrospinning of polyamides reinforced
with carbon nanomaterials offers the possibility to guide the
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to the O-SWCNT dispersion concentration. Reprinted from [40],
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nanofillers adsorbed on the nanofibres in order to obtain thin
transparent conducting films [33, 40].

Bak et al. incorporated a transparent epoxy resin into a
membrane made from O-SWCNT adsorbed on polyamide
nanofibres [40]. Figure 8 shows that a content of 0.02wt.%
was sufficient for the formation of a percolated network
of O-SWCNTs with electrical pathways, resulting in sheet
resistance of 950 kΩ/sq for the nanofibres and the same
behaviour was found in the epoxy resin-impregnated films
which achieved higher sheet resistance than the mem-
brane. This film transmitted 77.4% of the light at 550 nm.
Another approach for enhancing the electrical conductivity
of MWCNT/PA fibres was developed by Blasdel et al., where
PPy was used for interconnecting MWCNT in the fibres; the
resulting material acted as a reliable resistance temperature
detector in the range of 25∘C to 45∘C [75].

Adsorption of O-MWCNTs on PA11 fibres showed the
highest coating of CNTs and thinnest electrospun films
resulted in the best combination of electrical and optical
properties; the results achieved were a sheet resistance of
440 kΩ/sq and 95% transmittance was achieved after melting
the polymer nanofibres [44].These properties were also stud-
ied in RGO/PA66 films as a function of electrospinning time.
The surface electrical resistivity gradually decreased with
increasing density of PA66 nanofibres and the transmittance
decreased as the electrospinning time increased [33]. After
annealing a film obtained from 120 s of electrospinning time
and immersed in 0.05wt.% PVP-GO solution exhibited a
surface resistance of 8.6 kΩ/sq and 88% light transmittance
[33]. Higher loadings of nanofillers have also been used [45,
51]. Liu et al. found that the conductivity of PA6 improved
significantly as the loading ofMWCNTswas increased up to a
3wt.% [51]. Jeong et al. conducted I–Vmeasurements of PA66
nanofibres containing different amounts of MWCNTs; they
found that the current increased from 0.59mA to 1.77mA

when the nanofiller loading was increased from 10wt.% to
20wt.% [45]. Nirmala et al. found further increases when
adding Ag nanoparticles to MWCNTs/PA6 fibres [87].

Addition of GO or RGO into PA6 nanofibres boosted
the electron conduction path. Furthermore the spider-wave
structure which was a feature of these nanocomposites
allowed the bridging between the PA6 nanofibres and the
graphene sheets increasing the amounts of charge carriers
and reducing the hopping distance of conduction elec-
trons which favoured the percolation phenomenon [60].
The GO/PA6 nanofibres favoured the electrical conductivity
resulting in a three times larger increment on this property
than that of the pure PA6 nanofibres; additionally, GO
reduction treatment produced an excellent enhancement in
this property achieving values 300 times higher than the pure
polymer mats [60]. In another work, chemical reduction of
GO resulted in an increase of six orders of magnitude in
the electrical conductivity when compared to the GO/PA6
nanofibres; this was attributed to the restoration of the
conjugated network on the RGO sheets [63]. Wang et al.
effectively penetrated RGO into PA66 fibres facilitating the
construction of electron pathways within the fabric and
promoting electrical conductivity [77].

5. Crystallinity Properties

Semicrystalline polymers are sensitive to shear and deforma-
tion producing changes in the polymorphism and crystallite
orientation [88]. Polyamides are semicrystalline polymers;
their molecular structure, morphology, and crystallinity are
determined by hydrogen bonded sheets formed between
near-neighbour amide groups; and these sheets are stacked
together by Van der Waals forces between methylene chains
[5, 89]. Stephens et al. found that electrospinning process
modifies the chain conformation of polyamide backbone due
to the high stress induced on the jet as the fibres are being
formed [90]. Electrospun fibres consist of densely packed
aligned lamellae and fibrillar structures. Surrounding the
crystalline regions the amorphous phase consists of extended
tie molecules [91].The addition of a second phase is expected
to favour crystallisation, reduce crystal size, and therefore
impart better mechanical properties to the fibres [26, 31, 32,
35]. However, there is disagreement among diverse studies on
carbon nanocomposites as to whether their presence alters
the mechanism of crystal growth or the overall degree of
crystallinity [69].

Several studies of electrospunCNT/polyamide nanocom-
posites showed the influence that nanotubes have on crys-
tallisation of the polymer [31, 32, 35, 39, 46, 52, 92]. Jose et
al. found that the structure of PA6 transforms from the single
𝛾 phase for pure polymer to a mixture of 𝛾 and 𝛼 phases as
the nanotube loading increased. This study also showed that
the structure of the nanocomposite and the take-up speed
of the obtained fibres were independent when comparing
similar loadings of O-MWCNTs [46]. Saeed et al. found that
electrospinning of P-MWCNTs and Ac-MWCNTs did not
affect the crystal structure of PA6 upon functionalisation
of nanotubes. On the other hand, this study showed that
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the shear force during electrospinning might favour the 𝛾
phase [52]. This phase is often associated with the formation
of extended chain crystals and is typically obtained from
a process involving elongational flow [88]. The addition of
a small amount of O-MWCNTs induced crystallisation in
PA66 fibres; however no significant difference in enthalpy
values was seen when the loading of O-MWCNTs was higher
than 1 wt.% [35, 39]. The presence of nanotubes in the fibres
leads to smaller but larger number of crystals, explaining
the increase of crystallinity in the reinforced fibres [35]. The
crystallisation of PA66 electrospun fibres using A-MWCNTs
and AGe as filler has also been investigated in our group.
CNTs provided decrease in the crystallinity andhigher crystal
size when compared to graphene based nanofibres [32]. Lee
et al. found that P-MWCNTs influenced the crystallinity
degree of PA6 nanofibres [50]. In addition, the two crystalline
peaks of PA6 downshifted from the theoretical value; this
behaviour was attributed to the close-packing during the
electrospinning. Cai and coworkers showed that the addition
of LA produced a detriment on the crystallisation of PA6
nanofibres. However, the incorporation of P-CNTs could
effectively promote the heterogeneous nucleation in the
polymer [42]. Jeon et al. also showed the nucleating behaviour
of MWCNTs on electrospun fibres, where pristine MWC-
NTs started nucleation at higher crystallisation temperatures
when compared to O-MWCNTs [92].

The study on the crystallinity properties of graphene
based nanofibres obtained from polyamides is limited.
Albañil-Sanchez et al. found that increasing the concen-
tration of RGO intensified and narrowed the crystalline
reflections of PA66, suggesting the nucleating behaviour
of these nanomaterial [55]. Similar results were found in
our research group, by adding GO and AGe [31, 32]. Our
results showed that an increase in the nanofiller content
produced smaller crystal sizes in the nanocomposite fibres.
In another experiment, addition of GnPs into PA6 modified
the crystalline phase from 𝛼 to 𝛾, when compared to the
pure polymer; this was attributed to high-speed electrospin-
ning process along with the nucleating behaviour of the
nanofiller [58]. Figure 9 shows that the crystal structure of
PA transforms from 𝛾 (Figure 9(a)) to 𝛼 upon hydrothermal
treatment of GO (Figure 9(b)). The diffractogram also shows
the presence of the different peaks of the anatase (A) and
rutile (R) forms of TiO

2
and also both crystalline phases of

PA6 [59].

6. Mechanical Properties

The alignment of carbon nanofillers by electrospinning
enhances the axial mechanical and physical properties of
the fibres [65]. Several researchers have reported systematic
investigations of the effects of electrospinning parameters on
fibre diameter, morphology, and the effect on the mechanical
properties [33, 36, 39, 46]. A study using different collector
speeds showed the influence on mechanical properties at
different loadings of O-MWCNTs in PA6 fibres; the high
drawing speed provided a fibre rearrangement at testing
direction and therefore better load transfer. Combining high
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take-up speeds and 1 wt.% of O-MWCNTs increased the
modulus 797% when compared to pure PA6 fibres, as seen
in Figure 10 [46]. Baji et al. studied the influence of diameter
on the mechanical properties. The tensile modulus and
strength versus O-MWCNT content for each fibre diameter
are presented in Figures 11(a) and 11(b), respectively. They
concluded that the reinforcement effect of O-MWCNTs is
controlled by the fibre diameter. In the fibres with smaller
diameter, the size of the surface regions is comparable to the
overall fibre diameter, while in the fibres with larger diameter,
the surface regions are much smaller compared to the overall
fibre diameter. Therefore, fibres of smaller diameter display
improved strength and stiffness values [35]. O-MWCNT/PA6
nanofibres showed decreased stiffness when compared to the
pure polymer nanofibres; this was attributed to the different
architecture of the tested mats [53]. Bazbouz and Stylious
found that the tensile test for nonwoven nanofibre mats was
not suitable for reflecting the exact mechanical properties of
nanofibres. They provided a more accurate characterisation
by conducting the tensile tests on single nanofibres or even
aligned nanofibre bundles [72].

Functionalisation is also important for the improve-
ment of mechanical properties. Specific tensile strengths of
A-MWCNT/PA6 fibres were enhanced from 207 kgfcm/g
for PA6 nanofibres to 389 kgfcm/g when using 1 wt.% A-
MWCNTs. Functionalisation favoured a better dispersion
of the nanotubes in the matrix when compared to P-
MWCNT/PA6 nanofibres which resulted in 359 kgfcm/g
for the same nanotube content [52]. Breaking strain of A-
MWCNT/PA6nanofibres was improved due to the interfacial
bonding between both phases when compared to the P-
MWCNT/PA6 nanofibres [50]. Tensile properties of these A-
MWCNT/PA6 electrospun fibres, including initial modulus,
tensile strength, and breaking strain, were improved after
applying a thermal posttreatment [50]. Addition of 1 wt.% O-
MWCNTs to PA66 nanofibres increased the tensile modulus
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and strength by ∼70% and ∼25%, respectively. Dramatic
changes on the storage moduli of the electrospun fibres were
also observed; at room temperature, the storage modulus of
the 7.5 wt.% O-MWCNTs filled fibres was ∼250% higher than
the pure PA66 fibres [39]. Storage modulus of PA66 electro-
spun fibreswas enhanced by 118% forA-MWCNTs nanofibres
and 69% for AGe based nanofibres at 0.1 wt.% content of
the nanofiller. However when the A-MWCNT loading was
increased this property decreased and the opposite behaviour
was found for AGe based nanofibres, as seen in Figure 12 [31].
These results were attributed to the tendency of A-MWCNTs
to aggregate at higher loadings due to the interaction of the
functional groups at the graphitic surface.

RGO and GO are shown to be better reinforcement
agents when compared to P-MWCNTs and O-MWCNTs in
electrospun PA66 nanofibres [32]. This was attributed to the
2D nature of graphene which provides a larger surface area
compared to the 1D nanotubes, thus favouring the mechan-
ical properties of the nanofibres. GnPs and GO moderately
enhanced the mechanical response at low content of these
nanofillers; on the other hand, NGO provided increases of
95%, 73%, and 82% in the tensile strength, Young’s modulus,
and tensile strain, respectively, compared to PA6 nanofibres.
The simultaneous increases in these properties were unusual
because the usual effect is that one of these properties
increases at the expense of another [41]. The strength and
stiffness of PA6 nanofibres and nanoyarns were enhanced
by the wrapping of RGO onto these structures, showing
improvements on the tensile strength of 74% and 41% for the
nanofibre and nanoyarn nanocomposites, respectively [63].

7. Applications

The unique characteristics of electrospun fibres make them
candidates for a wide variety of applications. They have been

studied in order to develop lightweight, ultra-strong struc-
tures for miniaturised and load-bearing applications [35].
Moreover tailoring the nonconducting polymeric matrices
with conductive fillers like CNTs and graphene could be used
to obtain nanocomposites for sensor applications [54, 75].
Cai et al. developed CNT/LA/PA6 nanofibres for obtaining
phase change materials to store and retrieve solar energy
[42].The features obtained in GO/PA6 nanofibres of bimodal
fibre diameter promise to have great potential in air/water
filter applications [36]. The large surface area and porous
nature of carbon based nanofibres offer a very large gas
absorptive capacity, making possible greater analyte perme-
ability for sensors [43, 49]. Furthermore these composites
could have many advantages such as fast response, long-
term stability, high sensitivity, and good reproducibility [43].
Choi et al. also fabricated O-MWCNT/PA66 electrospun
fibres for sensing low molecular weight alcohol vapours such
as methanol, ethanol, 1-propanol, and 1-butanol [43]. O-
MWCNT/PA6 nanofibres served as the nanosized backbone
for pyrrole electropolymerisation; the obtained nanocom-
posite was tested for biosensor applications [54]. A similar
approach was used by Uzun et al. to electrochemically
synthesise a conducting polymer after a graphite electrode
was coated with MWCNT/PA6 in order to obtain biosensors
for testing glucose containing beverages [93].

Miao et al. have examined a variety of polymers and
nanomaterials for their use in electronic devices [8]. These
nanofibres have also attracted a lot of attention for fabricating
transparent nanocomposites due to the possibility of obtain-
ing fibre diameters smaller than thewavelength of visible light
[94]. Furthermore, the incorporation of 1D and 2D carbon
structures studied in this review makes the creation of thin,
transparent, and electrically conductive materials possible
that are required for numerous applications such as liquid
crystal displays, light emitting diodes, transistors, actuators,
sensors, organic solar cells, and smart textiles [8, 33, 44,
45, 76]. Havel et al. developed thin films of O-MWCNT
adsorbed onto PA11 nanofibres in order to obtain a viable
candidate to replace ITO, providing sufficient conductivity
for most applications, but without the price tag and physical
limitations of the current ITO coatings [44]. According to the
characteristics found in O-SWCNT/PA6 nanofibres devel-
oped by Bak coworkers, these could be applied as transparent
electrodes in photoelectronics, such as flexible displays and
touch screens, as well as in biological applications, such as
actuators [40]. PA66 electrospun fibres were also used as a
template to build graphene networks to obtain conductive
films while minimising transmittance losses [33]. Ma et
al. obtained a patent for producing graphene adsorbed on
nanofibres to produce a flexible transparent electrode [57].

Liu and coworkers have provided a review about several
electrospun fibres which have found wide applications in
biomedical fields [9].Monty et al. patented a flexible electrode
for detecting changes in temperature, humidity, and sodium
ion concentration in sweat; this fabric can be made from
CNT or graphene adsorbed onto PA electrospun fibres
and further functionalised with PPy [74, 75]. CNTs and
graphene have been used to reinforce the weak points of
existing scaffold materials [13, 18, 62]. Zomer Volpato et al.
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obtained encouraging results for the use of O-MWCNT/PA6
nanofibres in biomedical applications [53]. In addition, the
adjustable morphology and mechanical properties of the
electrospun nanofibres are very important in order to mimic
specific target tissues that need to be replaced or regenerated
[53, 78].

Nonwoven nanofibres can be useful for limited appli-
cations such as filtration, tissue scaffolds, implant coating
films, and wound dressings [36, 71, 80, 86]. On the other
hand, continuous single nanofibres or uniaxial fibre bundles
provide a wider variety of applications and could improve the
performance of the nanofibres [49, 71]. Teo and Ramakrishna
have reviewed these nanofibres and classified different levels
of organisation in order to construct nanocomposites using
electrospun fibres [4]. Another potential application of these
nanofibres could be in the reinforcement of other polymers
using these nanostructured carbon based electrospun fibres
[58, 79, 94].

In summary, polyamide nanofibres reinforced with car-
bon nanomaterials qualify for a number of applications such
transparent electrodes [40, 57], electronic devices [61, 87],
solar cells [4, 50, 73], drug delivery systems [17, 38], biosen-
sors [54, 62, 93], wearable electronic devices [63, 76, 77], or
nanofibrous membranes for filtration [5, 59, 80, 82, 86].
The promising applications of these nanocomposite fibres
have resulted in the publication of patents by several
research groups [57, 61]. It is clear that the study of carbon
based/polyamide electrospun will increase the research of
these nanocomposites in future.

8. Conclusion

This review showed the different investigations of polyamide
electrospun nanocomposites using CNTs or graphene as
fillers. The selection of an appropriate solvent for the dis-
persion of carbon nanomaterials is an important factor for
solving one of the main issues of carbon based nanocom-
posites, the dispersion. The other main challenge which is
the alignment of nanomaterials is a feature provided by
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electrospinning technique. The diverse studies of polyamide
electrospun fibres reinforced with these two novel carbon
nanomaterials have showed interesting characteristics for the
development of a variety of applications in diverse fields
of science and technology. However the potential of this
technique in polyamides has not been exploited sufficiently
when concerning to the reinforcing of the fibres with CNTs
and graphene.More efforts need to bemade in understanding
the behaviour of these different structures of carbon in
polyamide matrices in order to achieve the best dispersion
and alignment for obtaining nanocomposites with excep-
tional properties.
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Membrane distillation (MD) is an emerging separation technology, whose largest application potential lies in the desalination of
highly concentrated solutions, which are out of the scope of reverse osmosis. Despite many attractive features, this technology is
still awaiting large industrial application.Themain reason is the lack of commercially available membranes with fluxes comparable
to reverse osmosis. MD is a thermal separation process driven by a partial vapour pressure difference. Flux, distillate purity,
and thermal efficiency are always in conflict, all three being strictly connected with pore size, membrane hydrophobicity, and
thickness.The world has not seen the ideal membrane yet, but nanofibers may offer a solution to these contradictory requirements.
Membranes of electrospun PVDF were tested under various conditions on a direct contact (DCMD) unit, in order to determine
the optimum conditions for maximum flux. In addition, their performance was compared to commonly available PTFE, PE, and
PES membranes. It was confirmed that thinner membranes have higher fluxes and a lower distillate purity and also higher energy
losses via conduction across the membrane. As both mass and heat transfer are connected, it is best to develop new membranes
with a target application in mind, for the specific membrane module and operational conditions.

1. Introduction

As sources of fresh water are becoming scarcer, new pos-
sibilities of sea and brackish water desalination are being
investigated. Traditional technologies like reverse osmosis
still cover most of the demand due to the high capacity, but
issues like brine disposal and energy consumption need to
be addressed in order to keep the need for desalination sus-
tainable. Investigation of membrane distillation has gained
popularity in recent years. Driven by temperature rather
than pressure gradient, MD can concentrate feed solutions to
their saturation point without a significant flux decline. The
process can be driven by low grade waste heat, including solar
and geothermal energy [1].

Indeed, membrane distillation is still waiting for its large
industrial application, mainly because of the unavailability
of proper hydrophobic membranes with high fluxes and
low heat losses. MD performance is strongly influenced by
the structure of the membrane, such as thickness, porosity,
and pore size distribution. Such a membrane is required

to provide an interface for the feed and distillate, while
providing a resistance for them tomix.The optimum balance
must be found between the conflicting requirements of high
fluxes (thin membranes and large pores), low heat losses
(thick membranes and small pores), and distillate purity
(high liquid entry pressure and high contact angle).

(i) Membrane thickness plays a rather complicated role.
Some authors state that the effect of membrane thick-
ness is not completely clear [1]; others have found the
optimumbetween 30 and 60𝜇m[2].Membraneswith
low thickness have less resistance to mass transport,
while they suffer frompoor heat efficiency due to tem-
perature polarization and conduction losses across
the membrane [3].

(ii) Pore size is critical for MD performance. Porous
membranes do not exhibit a single pore size; rather
they have a pore size distribution, ideally narrowwith
a sharp peak. Larger pores cause higher fluxes but
also bear a danger of pore wetting. Several large pores
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can completely destroy the membrane performance
by letting salty feed enter the distillate.The commonly
used pore size ranges from 0.1 to 1 𝜇m [4].

(iii) Hydrophobicity and optimummembrane pore size are
closely connected. Hydrophobic polymers, such as
PVDF, PP, and PTFE, aremost commonly used. PTFE
has the best hydrophobic properties but it is difficult
to process; hence most research on membranes has
been carried out on PVDF [1].

(iv) In addition, not only pore size but also membrane
porosity dictates flux and heat efficiency. Air inside the
pores has a thermal conductivity smaller by order of
magnitude than the polymeric film.

Nanotechnology has a significant potential in desalination by
MD by providing a layer with unusual properties. Nanofibers
are typically created by an electrostatic field from a poly-
mer solution by electrospinning [5, 6]. Various functional
materials can be incorporated into the nanofibers during
the electrospinning to enhance desired attributes, such as
catalytic [7], biocidal [8, 9], or hydrophobic properties [10].

As recent papers covering electrospun nanofiber mem-
branes [11, 12] declare high porosity and hydrophobicity,
highly desirable properties for MD membranes, this paper
covers an experimental comparison of nonwoven nanofiber
membranes made from PVDF with commonly available film
membranes, with the aim to investigate how flux and energy
efficiency can be maximized. Previously published data with
regard to membrane performance [13] have been confirmed
and have been expanded with a comparison between various
nanofiber membranes. None of the nanofiber membranes
discussed in this paper have been altered by the introduc-
tion of hydrophobic additives to the polymer solution or
by plasma treatment, as fluoropolymers themselves have
excellent hydrophobicity and chemical resistance.

2. Theory

Theflux across themembrane inDCMD is driven by a vapour
pressure difference and can be represented simply by

𝑁 = 𝐶Δ𝑝, (1)

where 𝐶 is the membrane permeability and Δ𝑝 is the
difference of partial vapour pressure between the hot feed
and cold distillate and for pure water can be calculated using
Antoine’s equation. In this work it is assumed that the actual
Δ𝑝 corresponds with Δ𝑇 between the feed and distillate,
neglecting the effect of temperature polarization. At higher
salinities, the actual feed vapour pressure is influenced by the
activity ofwater 𝑎

𝑤
, andnegative fluxes can occur atΔ𝑇 = 0∘C

due to the osmotic gradient [13].
Mass transport has the same direction as the conduction

and convection of heat. The energy efficiency is the ratio of
the efficient heat flux caused by the vapour flux and the total
heat flux across the membrane and is calculated by

𝐸 =
𝑁Δ𝐻𝐴

𝑚𝐶
𝑝
Δ𝑇
, (2)

Table 1: List of the tested membranes.

Membrane
name Lamination Polymer thermal

conductivity (W m−1 K−1)
PTFE — 0.25
PE — 0.43
PES — 0.15
NanoPVDF03 2 sides 0.19
NanoPVDF04 1 side 0.19
NanoPVDF06 1 side 0.19

where𝑁 is flux, Δ𝐻 is the enthalpy of condensation, 𝐴 is the
effective membrane area, 𝑚 is the mass flowrate along the
membrane, 𝐶

𝑝
is the heat capacity, and Δ𝑇 is the temper-

ature difference at the inlet and outlet of the module. Heat
loss through the membrane can be reduced by optimizing
membrane thickness, porosity, and thermal conductivity.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Membranes. Commercially available membranes are
mainly made of PP, PTFE, PVDF, and PE [14]. Two kinds of
membranes were tested in this study: commercial polymeric
film membranes made from PTFE, PE, and PES and PVDF
nanofiber membranes, supported from one or two sides by a
bicomponent PP/PE 70/30 spunbond. The properties of the
membranes are summarized in Table 1.

The PVDF nanofiber layers were prepared by continuous
needleless electrospinning process. PVDF Solef 1015 was
purchased from the “Solvay-Specialty Polymers Co.” and
dissolved in N,N-Dimethylformamide from Sigma-Aldrich.
The solution was electrospun using the Nanospider� (CZ),
equipped with a 0.2mm wire electrode and a moving
applicator head. The voltage was set in the range of 50 to
70 kV and the distance between the electrodes was constantly
175mm. Relative humidity was kept under 40% to mini-
mize the formation of bead defects. Production speed was
varied according to the desired nanofiber sheet thickness.
The nanofibers were collected on a nonadhesive paper sub-
strate and laminated on a Meyer (DE) flatbed laminator at
1.5mmin−1, using a pressure of 10N cm−2 at 135∘C.

3.2. DCMD Setup. The membrane performance was tested
on a bench scale DCMD experimental setup, built around
a flat sheet membrane module from Aquastill (NL), with a
rather large effective membrane area of 0.05m2 (Figure 1).
The tests of membrane permeability were carried out with
demineralised water in both circuits. The retention tests had
demineralised water in the distillate circuit, and sodium
chloride solution in the feed, ranging from0 to 100 g kg−1.The
circulation was countercurrent with a horizontal position of
the MD module, hot feed on the bottom, and cold distillate
on top. The recirculation was powered by a peristaltic pump
with a two-way rotation head, with a crossflow velocity of
between 45 and 85mm s−1. The effect of feed concentration
on flux and membrane retention was measured at 85mm s−1.
In all of the experiments the logarithmic mean temperature
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Figure 1: Schematic MD setup.

Table 2: Membrane properties.

Membrane name Thickness (𝜇m) Mean pore size
(𝜇m)

Maximum pore
size (𝜇m) LEP (bar) Bubble point

pressure (bar) Contact angle

PTFE 72.1 0.22 0.276 9 2.320 136
PE 82.1 0.34 0.741 3 0.885 120
PES 72.5 0.55 0.620 2.9 1.303 131
NanoPVDF03 13.9 1.77 2.155 <0.64 0.297 123
NanoPVDF04 15.5 1.07 1.364 <0.65 0.469 135
NanoPVDF06 22.6 0.92 1.060 <0.66 0.601 129

difference (LMTD) was kept constant at 10∘C, with the feed
inlet temperature set to 60∘C by a Julabo F12 hot bath and
a cooling water circuit. Temperatures were measured by
four thermocouples in the inlet and outlet pipes. The flux
was calculated from the difference of mass on the feed and
distillateA&DEK-12Ki scales.The electrical conductivitywas
measured by WTW TetraCon probes connected to WTW
Mutli9430 andWTWMulti350i. Retention was calculated as
=1 − 𝑐

𝑑
/𝑐
𝑓
, where 𝑐

𝑓
is the feed concentration and 𝑐

𝑑
is the

distillate concentration. Data analysis was performed using
GraphPad Prism 6 and Microsoft Excel.

3.3. Porometry. POROMETER 3G by Quantachrome was
used to measure the bubble point pressure and the maximum
and average pore diameter, by using a wet-dry flow method
with a wetting liquid Porefil. Water was used as a wetting
liquid to estimate the liquid entry pressure (LEP), which is
the pressure at which water wets the membrane pores.

3.4. Contact Angle. The contact angle was measured by
Optical Tensiometer THETA QC from Attension, using
demineralisedwater.This device automatically carries out the
image analysis on the drop and gives the average of the right
and left angle.

3.5. Membrane Structure andThickness. Membrane structure
and thickness were studied on a Tescan Vega3SB (CZ) high
vacuum scanning electron microscope at an acceleration
voltage of 30.0 kV. All of the samples were coated with a 5 nm
thick layer of gold/palladium using a sputter coater (Quorum

Technologies, England). The cross section thicknesses of the
membranes were obtained by cutting the membranes with a
sharp razor, imaging the cut by SEM. Image analysis software
from Tescan was used to measure the nanofiber diameters
and cross section thickness of the membrane.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Membrane Characterisation. The testedmembranes were
characterised in order to explain the differences in their
MD performance. The relevant parameters are summarized
below (Table 2). The most obvious difference between the
standard film membranes and the nanofiber layers is the
membrane thickness, the latter being much thinner. Also,
the pore size distribution is quite different, interestingly with
the nonwoven membranes seeming to have larger pores.
Nonwoven layers do not have pores as such but the porometer
assumes unitary tubular pores.

Two parameters characterise membrane hydrophobicity,
contact angle, and LEP.

(i) Considering that PTFE membranes are renowned for
their superb hydrophobicity, it is a great achievement
to find that PVDF layers have their contact angle in
the same range.

(ii) However, when it comes to LEP, nanofiber layers
cannot sustain a pressure of more than 0.64 bar,
whereas water was able to penetrate PTFE pores only
after 9 bar was applied. As no posttreatment was
used on the laminated layers (e.g., CF

4
plasma), it
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Cross section of membranes ((a) PTFE 1000x, PE 1000x, and PES 500x and (b) NanoPVDF03 2000x, NanoPVDF04 2000x, and
NanoPVDF06 2000x).

is suggested that the lamination step compromised
otherwise excellent PVDF hydrophobicity.

A cross section of the membranes with the measurement of
their thickness is shown in Figure 2. The film membranes in
Figure 2(a) show compression from a razor cut. Figure 2(b)
shows the nanofiber membranes. NanoPVDF03 has a sup-
porting spunbond from both sides, whereas NanoPVDF04
and NanoPVDF06 have it only from one side.

The film membranes have different structures from each
other (Figure 3). PTFE has the finest structure, PE has rather
large shapes, and PES has small circular pores.The nanofibers
have a similar look, and in all cases the PVDF fiber diameter
was around 200 nm. The structure is not uniform, with
occasional polymer drops or fusing caused by nonevaporated
solvent.

4.2. Flux. Figure 4 shows the effect of crossflow velocity
on demineralised water flux. All of the nanofiber mem-
branes respond better to an increase in crossflow velocity.
NanoPVDF04 with one-side lamination shows the highest
fluxes thanks to its small thickness, even though thinner

membranes should suffer more from temperature polariza-
tion. Larger pores do not contribute to flux increase, as pore
size beyond 0.3 𝜇m should not have a significant effect [15].

Two-side lamination spoils the membrane performance.
NanoPVDF03 has the same thickness as NanoPVDF04 but
the fluxes are significantly smaller at all crossflow velocities.
The effect of crossflow velocity is smaller on the film mem-
branes, and at smaller flowrates their fluxes are comparable
to the better nanofiber membranes.

4.3. Energy Efficiency. Energy efficiency should increase with
higher crossflow velocities (Figure 5), as the effective heat of
condensation increases with flux, whereas the lossy heat of
conduction remains about the same.This is stated because the
driving force was set according to LMTD, which accounts for
all four inlet and outlet temperatures and not only for the feed
and distillateΔ𝑇.There is a clear difference between the thick
film and thin nonwoven membranes, the latter having much
worse energy efficiency. The thermal conductivity of PTFE is
about the same as PVDF but thanks to the PTFE thickness
and superb hydrophobicity, it is assumed that only vapour is
present in the membrane pores and heat losses are negligible.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Perpendicular SEMmicrographs of the membrane structure 1000x ((a) PTFE, PE, and PES and (b) NanoPVDF03, NanoPVDF04,
and NanoPVDF06).

Despite its large membrane area, the estimation of energy
efficiency on this current experimental setup is not very
precise, as reflected in the fact that the PTFE efficiency is
larger than 100% but the nanofibers are still behind. With
large-scale application in mind, though, this may not be such
a drawback because MD is considered to be driven by cheap
low grade waste heat, and low fluxes of common membranes
are a more significant disadvantage than suboptimal energy
efficiency.

4.4. Retention. There are two aspects with regard to mem-
brane retention: whether feed concentration reduces mem-
brane flux and whether it affects distillate purity. In short,
all of the tested membranes had excellent retention of above
99.7%. The only exception was NanoPVDF03 which had
retention of around 85% at the highest concentration, and it is
not displayed in Figure 6 due to axis scale. Compared to film
membranes, nanofiber membranes are affected by the feed
concentration and even though the retention is excellent the
behaviour is different. The structure of the nonwoven layers
is different, pore size distribution is wider (see the difference
between maximum and mean pore size in Table 2), and an

occasional imperfection may cause salt to penetrate from
the feed to the distillate. This was not caused by membrane
wetting as the clean water flux before and after the test was
unchanged.

To improve readability only four membranes are dis-
played in Figure 7. NanoPVDF04 again has the highest flux
when the feed contains only demineralised water. Increasing
the feed salinity decreases the flux through all of the mem-
branes. The PTFE membrane seems to be least affected and
shows the highest flux at 100 g kg−1. NanoPVDF03 shows the
lowest fluxes in accordance with the previous observations
with clean water (Figure 4), although interestingly it is quite
comparable to the rest at the maximum concentration.

5. Conclusions

Membrane thickness proved to be a crucial parameter when
high fluxes are most important. With crossflow velocities
of above 80mm s−1 nonwoven nanofiber membranes have
unrivalled permeability. However, filmmembranes have their
strengths as well and PTFE in particular demonstrates that
decades of development have been worth it. It has by far the
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best energy efficiency and also its fluxes at higher salinities
are better than any other membrane tested.

Thus, selection of the right membrane is critical for
the MD process, and it is necessary to bear the target
application in mind. It has been confirmed that for slightly
saline water up to 50 g kg−1 thinner membranes have higher
permeability, but when feed salinity increases then PTFE has
no competition. If the application is for the treatment of
solutions that are beyond the range of reverse osmosis due to
high osmotic pressure, then PTFE would be the right choice
at the moment. On the other hand, when diluted solutions
are treated, high fluxes are crucial and overall technological
simplicity is required; nanofiber membranes may certainly
have their purpose. Typically, any treatment of brackish
or very hard groundwater will have its bottleneck in the
overall hydraulic performance. Therefore, a very promising
application is in power plants—there is enough waste heat
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Figure 6: Membrane retention varies between nanofiber and film
membranes.
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Figure 7: The effect of feed concentration on membrane flux.

and also a requirement for softened cooling water, which is
usually prepared from surface water.

It has been shown that flux, energy efficiency, and distil-
late purity are closely connected and one cannot be increased
without sacrificing the other two. High fluxes are the most
desirable progress in MD these days. Nanofiber membranes
suggest a solution but further improvement of membrane
hydrophobicity in terms of LEP would be required for most
future large-scale applications.

Abbreviations and Symbols

𝑁: Flux (kgm−2 h−1)
𝐶: Permeability (kgm−2 h−1 bar−1)
Δ𝑝: Vapour pressure difference (bar)
𝐸: Energy efficiency (%)
Δ𝐻: Enthalpy of condensation (J kg−1)
𝐴: Membrane area (m2)
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𝑚: Mass flowrate (kg s−1)
𝐶
𝑝
: Heat capacity at constant pressure

(J kg−1 K−1)
Δ𝑇: Temperature difference (∘C)
LMTD: Logarithmic mean temperature difference

(∘C)
𝑎
𝑤
: Activity of water (1)
𝑅: Retention (%)
𝐶
𝑓
: Feed concentration (g kg−1)
𝐶
𝑑
: Distillate concentration (g kg−1)

LEP: Liquid entry pressure (bar)
DCMD: Direct contact membrane distillation
MD: Membrane distillation
PTFE: Polytetrafluoroethylene
PE: Polyethylene
PES: Polyethersulfone
PP: Polypropylene
PVDF: Polyvinylidene fluoride.
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This study is focused ondevelopment of functionalized inorganic-organic nanofibrousmaterial with antibacterial activity forwound
dressing applications. The nanofibers combining poly(vinyl alcohol) and silica were produced by electrospinning from the sol and
thermally stabilized.ThePVA/silica nanofibers surface was functionalized by silver and copper nanoparticles to ensure antibacterial
activity. It was proven that quantity of adsorbed silver and copper nanoparticles depends onprocess time of adsorption.According to
antibacterial tests results, this novel nanofibrousmaterial shows a big potential for wound dressing applications due to its significant
antibacterial efficiency.

1. Introduction

In the past decade, the big attention is paid to tissue engi-
neering, the wide field of nanomaterial application, leading
to regeneration or replacement of damaged human tissue.
One of the key factors in tissue engineering is the develop-
ment of functional three-dimensional scaffold with suitable
degradation rates.The scaffolds for tissue engineering should
have high porosity to allow enough space for adhesion and
proliferation of a large number of cells, as well as large
interconnected pores to facilitate distribution of cells into the
bulk of scaffold and the diffusion of oxygen and nutrients.
Essential properties of scaffold for tissue engineering are
its biocompatibility and biodegradability. The design of the
scaffolds is very important; it should restore tissue structure
as closely as possible to the native structure of extracellular
matrix.

Typically, biodegradable scaffolds are fabricated using
electrospinning. Electrospinning is a method that produces
polymer fibers using electrically driven jet; starting material
is polymer solution or melt. Despite the simplicity of the
process, it produces ultrafine fibers (micro- or nanofibers)
with high specific surface area with various pore sizes.
Regarding the nanofibers composition, there is a possibility
of scaffold modifications by metal particles or various type of

biomolecules (enzymes, peptides, and antibiotics) to adjust
its properties for specific application [1]. The electrospun
nanofibers are widely used for biomedical applications as
mentioned tissue engineering involving also wound dressing
[2, 3], drug delivery systems [4], cell culture, and others.
There are many studies of research organic [5, 6] or inorganic
polymers [7, 8] as a scaffold material for biomedical applica-
tions and a few studies considering use of inorganic-organic
materials combination [9].

Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) is a hydrophilic polymer with
specific properties: inherent nontoxicity, noncarcinogenicity,
good biocompatibility, and high degree of swelling in aqueous
solutions. Due to these properties, PVA is presented in
some frequently used technologies such as hydrogels and
biomaterials [10] including soft contact lenses [11], implants,
and artificial organs [12]. It is an inexpensive biocompatible
material and it is easily electrospinnable.

Silica nanomaterials are a good candidate for medical
applications because they are able to meet a number of men-
tioned strict criteria (low toxicity, high porosity, and relatively
suitable surface for subsequent functionalization). Thanks
to the Si-O bonds on the surface, these materials represent
attractive matrix for binding and release of biomolecules.
Localized and controlled release of additives is a crucial
aspect to increase efficiency and reduce potential side effects
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of additives (antibiotics, enzymes, and metal ions). Thanks
to these properties, silica nanofibers appear to be the ideal
material for tissue engineering as well as wound dressing for
the treatment of chronic wounds [13].

As is generally known, silver (Ag) in form of ions or
nanoparticles has a broad spectrum of antibacterial activity.
This phenomenon is widely used in commercially available
products for wound dressing. Presence of Ag ions in wound
bed facilitates wound healing and it has a strong antibacterial
activity at the site of damage. Silver ions and nanosilver are
able to kill a wide range of bacteria including those which
are resistant to antibiotics [14]. In recent years, there have
been several published researches of possible antimicrobial
mechanism of Ag [15], but the complete mechanism of action
is not fully understood. According to available researches, Ag
ions immobilized onto the surface of organic or inorganic
nanofibers show significant antibacterial activity and cyto-
compatibility [16, 17].

It was proven that copper (Cu) is an essential component
of the angiogenesis in skin layer [18]. It has been reported
that copper ions enhance angiogenesis by imitating hypoxia,
which plays a critical role in the cells formation and differ-
entiation leading to blood vessel formation. In combination
with specific growth factors (vascular endothelial growth
factor, VEGF; basic fibroblast growth factor, bFGF), Cu2+ ions
were shown to enhance the vascularization of an implant or
regenerate tissue [19, 20].

In this study, development of combined polymer/silica
nanofibers with silver and copper nanoparticles is pre-
sented. These hybrid nanofibers are intended to function as
antibacterial wound dressing. There are discussed results of
antibacterial activity tests of the PVA/silica nanofibers with
various amounts of silver and copper nanoparticles.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. Themain chemical components of PVA/silica
nanofibers were tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, ≥99%,
Sigma Aldrich), ethanol (Penta chemicals), cetyltrimethyl-
ammonium bromide (CTAB, Acros Organics), hydrochloric
acid (HCl, min. 35%, Penta chemicals), (3-mercaptopro-
pyl)trimethoxysilane (MPS, 95%, Sigma Aldrich), and
poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA, 16%, Sloviol R). For modification
of the nanofibers surface, silver nitrate (AgNO

3
, p.a., Penta

chemicals) and copper nitrate trihydrate (Cu(NO
3
)
2
⋅3H
2
O,

p.a. 99–104%, Sigma Aldrich) were used.
For antibacterial tests, the Gram-negative Escherichia coli

(E. coli, ATCC 9637) and the Gram-positive Staphylococcus
Aureus (S. aureus, ATCC 12600) were purchased from the
Czech Collection of Microorganisms, Masaryk University in
Brno. The composition of base for antibacterial tests was the
blood agar supplied from Biorad s.r.o, Prague, and nutrient
agar (Nutrient Agar number 2, Himedia).

2.2. Preparation of Nanofibers. The PVA/silica nanofibers
were produced from sol prepared by sol-gel method. The
initial sol was prepared from TEOS by controlled hydrolysis
and polycondensation in ethanol as solvent and HCl as

catalyst. Into the initial sol, MPS and CTAB were added to
improve conductivity and thus electrospinning process. The
sol was heated to 60∘C and mixed for 60 minutes. After that
time, PVA solution was slowly dropped into the sol. The
viscous mixture of PVA and silica sol was obtained.

The nanofibrous layer was produced by needleless elec-
trospinning. The electrospinning was performed on labora-
tory instrument. The instrument consisted of an adjustable,
regulated, high-voltage power supply (up to 80 kV), a rod
electrode, and collector units. The prepared solution was
applied on the rod electrode. The electrospinning was per-
formed at room temperature; the applied high voltage was
40–45.7 kV. The electrospun nanofibers were assembled on a
conductive plate as a collector, and the collector was placed
10 cm from the top of the rod electrode. The nanofibers were
then thermally stabilized (180∘C, 2 hours).

2.3. Functionalization of Nanofibers. AgNO
3

as well as
Cu(NO

3
)
2
⋅3H
2
O were dissolved in a solution of ethanol

and distilled water. The prepared nanofibers samples (cca
0.005 g/1 sample) were immersed into the solution. The
functionalization of nanofibers by Ag and Cu nanoparticles
was carried out in different process times of 30min, 45min,
and 60min. Subsequently, the sampleswere rinsed in distilled
water and dried.

2.4. Characterization of Nanofibers. The morphology of
the electrospun nanofibers was observed by field emission
scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) Zeiss Ultra Plus.
Prior to the analysis, the samples were coated with 2 nm
of platinum to achieve sustainable surface conductivity. An
InLens secondary electron detector operated at accelerating
voltage of 2 kV was used for the imaging of topographical
contrast. For a local chemical analysis, EDS detector Oxford
X-MAX on SEM was used; applied accelerating voltage was
15 kV.

2.5. Antibacterial Activity Test. The antibacterial tests against
Gram-negative bacteria E. coli and Gram-positive S. aureus
were carried out by standard test method of spreading on the
agar plate (according to ČSN EN ISO 20645, antibacterial
activity testing of fabrics). The nutrient agar (final pH =
7.2) was sterilized and inoculated with 1mL of bacterial
inoculum (108 CFU/mL). The prepared inoculate agar was
mixed thoroughly and 5mL of the agar was poured into
Petri dishes on agar base: standard blood agar. Within each
Petri dish, there was placed a sterile sample (2 × 2 cm). The
samples were incubated in a thermostat at 37∘C for 20 hours.
After removal from the thermostat, the inhibitory zone 𝐻
is measured and evaluated. Pure PVA/silica nanofibers were
considered as control sample, where no antibacterial activity
was expected.

The size of the inhibition zone𝐻 is calculated according
to the formula𝐻 = (𝐷−𝑑)/2, where𝐷 is the overall diameter
of the sample and inhibition in mm 𝑑 is diameter of the
sample in mm.
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Figure 1: SEM images of PVA/silica nanofibers with fiber diameter distribution (magnification 25000x and 1000x).

Table 1: Quantitative EDS analysis results for PVA/silica nanofibers
with Ag and Cu nanoparticles.

At% C O Si S Cu Ag
Cu-t30 41.54 38.33 15.81 2.95 1.37 —
Cu-t45 41.15 38.75 15.79 2.93 1.38 —
Cu-t60 38.84 40.44 16.24 2.91 1.57 —
Ag-t30 37.90 40.20 15.13 2.84 — 3.93
Ag-t45 36.84 40.22 15.57 2.93 — 4.44
Ag-t60 37.07 39.86 15.18 2.88 — 5.01

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. PVA/Silica Nanofibers Morphology. SEM images of PVA/
silica nanofibers after thermal stabilization are depicted in
Figure 1. The nanofibers retained their morphology after
thermal stabilization; they do not break significantly. The
nanofibrous layer was compact and uniform with mean fiber
diameter of 362 nm (Figure 1).

3.2. Functionalization of PVA/Silica Nanofibers. The ther-
mally stabilized PVA/silica nanofibers were functionalized by
Ag (as presented in [21]) and Cu nanoparticles in different
process times: 30, 45, and 60min (samples labeled Ag/Cu-
t30, Ag/Cu-t45, and Ag/Cu-t60).

For PVA/silica nanofibers functionalized by Cu nanopar-
ticles, there were no significant differences between Cu
nanoparticles amounts on samples processing for 30 and
45min (Cu-t30, Cu-t45), as shown in Table 1. Because of that,

samples chosen for antibacterial testing were Cu-t30 and Cu-
t60. Figure 2 gives the SEM images of PVA/silica nanofibers
with Cu nanoparticles. There are lightened Cu nanoparticles
presented in the nanofibrous layer. The presence of Cu
nanoparticles was also proved by local quantitative EDS
analysis results (Table 1); the quantity of Cu was determined
1.37 At% for sample Cu-t30 and 1.58At% for sample Cu-t60.
According to the researches of Cu ions and nanoparticles
function [19, 20], significant antibacterial activity of the
samples Cu-t30 and Cu-t60 had not been expected.

In Figure 3, there are displayed SEM images of PVA/silica
nanofibers with Ag nanoparticles: samples Ag-t30, Ag-t45,
and Ag-t60. As observed, Ag nanoparticles are attached on
the nanofibers surface in constant density on the entire
surface of single fibers. There are also irregularly presented
Ag nanoparticles clusters. Ag nanoparticles are attached not
only on the fibers in surface layer of the sample, but also
on the fibers inside the bulk of samples. That is a very
important factor for long-term antibacterial activity of the
samples corresponding with the nanofibers degradation and
gradual releasing of Ag.

EDS analysis results for these samples Ag-t30, Ag-t45,
and Ag-t60 are given in Table 1. It should be concluded
that process time of functionalization by Ag nanoparticles
significantly influences the quantity of Ag nanoparticles on
the PVA/silica nanofibers. According to Table 1, quantity
of Ag nanoparticles for the sample Ag-t30 was 3.93At%,
for the sample Ag-t45 was 4.44At%, and for the sample
Ag-t60 was 5.01 At%. Based on these facts, we can expect
intensive antibacterial activity of PVA/silica nanofibers with
Ag nanoparticles.
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Figure 2: SEM images of PVA/silica nanofibers with Cu nanoparticles: sample Cu-t60 (magnification 2500x and 5000x).

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3: SEM images of PVA/silica nanofibers with Ag nanoparticles: samples Ag-t30 (a), Ag-t45 (b), and Ag-t60 (c).

3.3. Antibacterial Activity Test Results. The antibacterial
activity of the fiber mats against E. coli Gram-negative
bacteria and S. aureusGram-positive bacteria, which is com-
monly found on burn wounds, was tested by using the test
method of spreading on the agar plate, where the inhibition
zone diameter is measured. The capability of the function-
alized nanofibrous mats to inhibit the growth of the tested
microorganisms on solid media is shown in Table 2. It was
found that the diameter of inhibition zone varied according
to the type and quantity of nanoparticles on the nanofibers
surface.

Very significant antibacterial activity is presented for
PVA/silica nanofibers with Ag nanoparticles. The inhibition
zone diameter was 5mm for Ag-t30 and Ag-t40 sam-
ples, 6mm was measured for Ag-t60 sample (Figure 4).

Table 2: Diameters of inhibition zones 𝐻 (mm) for given samples
and the control sample against different test bacteria after 20 h by
test method of spreading on the agar plate at 37∘C.

Inhibition
zone𝐻
(mm)

Control
PVA/silica

NF
Ag-t30 Ag-t45 Ag-t60 Cu-t30 Cu-t60

E. coli 0.5 5 5 6 0 0
S. aureus 1 1 1.5 1 0 0

The inhibition zone diameter of these samples is ≥1mm;
that is evaluated as good antibacterial activity according
to the ČSN EN ISO 20645 standard evaluation. In fact,
inhibition zone diameters are highly above the limit in
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SA: Control Ag-t30 Ag-t45 Ag-t60

EC: Control Ag-t30 Ag-t45 Ag-t60

Figure 4: The antibacterial activity of the PVA/silica nanofibers with Ag nanoparticles against S. aureus (SA) and E. coli (EC).

accordance with the standard for samples Ag-t30, Ag-t40,
and Ag-t60. Summarizing the results, it can be noted that
PVA/silica nanofibers with Ag ions show significant antibac-
terial activity. Antibacterial activity is affected by quantity
of Ag nanoparticles on the nanofibrous mats. How that was
demonstrated, PVA/silica nanofibers with 5.01 At% of Ag
nanoparticles (sample Ag-t60) exhibited the most effective
antibacterial activity. It is associated with the highest Ag
nanoparticles content of all tested samples.

As expected, PVA/silica nanofibers with Cu nanoparticles
do not show any significant antibacterial activity. Bacterial
colonies both of E. coli and S. aureus were reproduced after
the incubation time; the samples Cu-t30 and Cu-t60 were
overgrown by the bacteria. The efficiency of Cu nanopar-
ticles is predicted in support of cell growth (fibroblasts,
keratinocytes).

Moderate antibacterial effect is also recognized for con-
trol sample: pure PVA/silica nanofibers. It may be caused by
presence of CTAB,which itself exhibits an antibacterial effect.
The cetrimonium (hexadecyltrimethylammonium) cation is
an effective antiseptic agent against bacteria and fungi. It is
one of the components of the topical antiseptic cetrimide
[22].

4. Conclusion

In the study, preparation of inorganic-organic nanofibers
for antibacterial wound dressing is demonstrated. PVA/silica
nanofibrous mats were prepared by electrospinning method.
This nanofibrous mat is able to adsorb Ag and Cu nanopar-
ticles on the nanofibers surface. Different quantity of Ag and
Cu nanoparticles was successfully bonded on the PVA/silica
nanofibers. The quantity of adsorbed Ag and Cu nanopar-
ticles depends on the process time. Significant antibacterial
activity of the nanofibrous material was proven for the
PVA/silica nanofibers with Ag nanoparticles; it was not
proven for PVA/silica nanofibers with Cu nanoparticles.

The presence of Ag nanoparticles in PVA/silica nanofibers
enhanced the antibacterial ability of the electrospun mats
giving the material potential as a good wound dressing
material.
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Nanofibrous structures exhibit many interesting features, such as high surface area and surface functionalization and porosity in
the range from submicron to nanoscale, which mimics the natural extracellular matrix. In particular, electrospun nanofibers have
gained great attention in the field of tissue engineering due to the ease of fabrication and tailorability in pore size, scaffold shape,
and fiber alignment. For the reasons, recently, polymeric nanofibers or bioceramic nanoparticle-incorporated nanofibers have been
used in dentistry, and their nanostructure and flexibility have contributed to highly promotive cell homing behaviors, resulting in
expecting improved dental regeneration. Here, this paper focuses on recently applied electrospun nanofibers in dentistry in the
range from the process to the applications.

1. Introduction

In the field of dental tissue engineering, a variety of implanted
materials and their fabrication techniques have been intro-
duced and excellent outcomes have been revealed. Particu-
larly, the bioceramics have shown their good biocompatibility
with dental tissues and teeth since their physicochemical and
biological properties such as osteoconductivity and bioactiv-
ity are very similar to those of dental tissues [1]. However,
these bioceramics are extremely brittle and poor in flexibility,
and therefore their own use has shown a severe limitation
in the dental applications [2]. To overcome this hurdle,
biodegradable polymers with flexibility have been suggested,
resulting in increasing some degree of dental regeneration
[3]. Examples of these polymers include poly(ethylene gly-
col) (PEG) and a series of polyesters, such as poly(lactic
acid) (PLA), poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(D,L-lactide-
co-glycolide) (PLGA), polycaprolactone (PCL), and their
copolymers [4]. Recent works on bioceramic composites
based on these polymers have shown significant results in
improving regeneration efficiencies [5]. In particular, nanos-
tructured implants have been expected to improve dental
restoration due to the structural similarity to that of natural

extracellular matrices (ECMs). Practically, improved cell-
favored responses such as cell adhesion, growth, survival, and
differentiation have been shown on the nanostructured sur-
face [6], and nanostructured materials have shown increased
mechanical stability compared to other typed materials [7].

Among the various types of nanostructured materials,
here, we aimed to review the electrospun nanofibrous scaf-
folds used in dental applications (Figure 1). This paper
covers electrospun nanofibrous scaffolds, polymer-based bio-
ceramic composites to enhance theirmechanical stability and
biological functionality, and their fabrication techniques and
processes with the recently studied examples used in the
dental applications.

2. Cell Behavior on Nanofibrous Structure

Tissue regeneration is initiated by cellular adhesion to the
matrix or neighboring cells [8]. Most tissues and also cells
are underlain or surrounded by a natural ECM.These tissues
are able to organize cells into the ECM, pave a road for
cell migrations, activate signal-transduction pathways, and
coordinate their cellular functions [9]. In order to mimic the
natural ECM, a lot of biomaterials and fabrication techniques
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Figure 1: Electrospun nanofibrous scaffold which consisted of polycaprolactone was introduced as an exemplar biomaterial for dental tissue
regeneration with various biological and technical advantages.

have been explored and optimized. Of these, nanofibrous
scaffolds with nanostructure have gained great attention due
to their topographical nanostructure similar to that of natural
ECM [6], which has shown a great potential to increase
cell adhesion, growth, migration rate, and differentiation
into somatic cells from stem [6, 10, 11]. Also, nanofibrous
scaffolds have been easily fabricated, and their nanostructure
has shown cell-favored properties such as high porosity and
surface area, control over alignment of fibrous structure for
directing regenerative tissue, and controllability in overall
shape, diameter, and pore size [12].

The main fabrication of nanofibrous scaffolds is as fol-
lows: self-assembly, phase separation, and electrospinning.
Self-assembled formation is prepared and consequently can
be directly injected for self-assembled nanofibers. In addi-
tion, much smaller diameter can be made in fabrication
than when electrospinning is used [13]. However, self-
assembled nanofibrous scaffolds do not allow for control-
ling internal pore shape and may have poor mechanical
properties due to their intrinsic limitation in the use of
raw materials [14]. Phase separation is the first developed

process for the fabrication of nanofibrous scaffolds. In the
process of phase separation, nanofibrous structure is made
by removing solvent from polymer solutions using thermal
treatment, solvent liquefying, porogen leaching, and freeze-
drying [15]. PEG, polyesters including PLA, PLGA, and PCL,
and other copolymers are the representative materials for
the fabrication of nanofibrous scaffolds by phase separation
[4]. Despite many advantages such as great reproducibility,
low technical sensitivity, and scaffold geometry tailorability,
phase separation has been less used than electrospinning due
to time consuming complex procedures [16].

Electrospinning predominantly has been used for the fab-
rication of nanofibrous scaffolds with several advantages such
as simple procedure, diameter and alignment tailorability,
and rawmaterial diversity [17].The electrospinning can easily
confer nanofibrous structure and control the size of pore
and diameter [18, 19] and space between fibers by employing
rotating drum collectors [20]. Such control over electrospun
fibrous architecture in terms of size and alignment allows cells
to migrate on the surface of the scaffold [21]. Representative
examples of synthetic polymers for electrospinning include
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polydioxanone and a series of polyesters [22]. However,
optimization of the electrospinning process depending on
the materials for cell growth from their interaction with
nanofiber architectures is yet to be fully determined.

In biological applications of electrospun nanofibers, it is
advantageous for the growth of cells or tissues since their
intrinsic structure such as interconnected pores is able to
facilitate input or output of nutrient, waste, and cell signaling
molecules [23, 24]. In addition, high porosity of the 3D spun
network can promote cell-scaffold interaction in terms of
focal adhesion formation for attachment and proliferation
[15, 25, 26] and thereby invasion of host tissue [27].

In some examples of the limited interaction between
a small size of dental tissue and implant and exposure to
large biting force and oral bacteria [28], nanofibrous scaffolds
have shown these hurdles. In addition, surface alignment of
nanofibrous scaffolds can allow cells to migrate on the right
direction. For this reason, electrospun nanofibrous scaffolds
can be suggested as dental tissue regenerative biomaterial
due to size or alignment tailorability, large interfaces between
dental cells and material by high porosity and surface area,
and its similarity to nanostructured ECM in nature [29].

3. Basic Principle and Technique

The electrospinning technique involves a strong potential
difference between a polymer-based solution flowing through
a capillary metal tip and a metallic collector [30]. When
the potential voltage difference between them overcomes the
solution surface tension, a jet of charged fluid is split into
nanofibers that fall into the metallic collection plate and get
solidified with solvent evaporation [31]. Typical electrospin-
ning equipment only requires a high voltage power supply,
a syringe with pump, a metal tip needle, and a conducting
collector (Figure 1) [32]. This basic setup can be modified
for various applications such as dual needle syringe (to make
blended or core-shell fibers) or rotating mandrel collectors
(to make tube like structure) [33, 34].

In electrospinning, several parameters such as process-
ing, physical, systemic, and solution are involved, which affect
the fiber morphology and properties of electrospun fibers
[35]. A list of key factors affecting electrospun nanofibers is
as follows: process parameters (voltage, flow rate, distance
of collector, needle diameter, and motion), systemic parame-
ters (polymer type, molecular weight, polymer architecture,
and solvent), solution parameter (viscosity, concentration,
conductivity, surface tension, charge of jet, and dielectric
constant), and physical parameters (humidity, temperature,
and air velocity). Among them, most critically considered
process parameters for controlling fiber dimension (voltage,
flow rate, distance of collector, and needle diameter) are
briefly described.

Inputting voltage, distance of collector, flow rate, needle
gauge, and type of collector may affect the electrospinning
process as a parameter of processing conditions. Higher
voltage induces charges on the solution to cause the jet to
emerge from the needle with stronger repulsion [36]. As a
result, a decrease in fiber diameter as well as increase of

diameter distribution make the control of the process further
difficult.Therefore, an optimal voltage is required to inject the
solution from the needle.

On the other hand, higher voltage leads to a higher flow
rate of solution and faster electrospinning, which may make
diameter of fibers higher due to more stretched polymer
solution [37]. An increase in flow rate may build up solution
at the needle tip because reduced residence time of ions
in contact with the needle makes the charge rate into the
solution decreased. The flow rate of the solution tailors
various features of nanofibers such as diameter, geometry, and
porosity [37]. A constant and stable flow rate is essential to
minimize the bead formation, which induces large diameter
of fibers, nonuniform distribution of fibers, or improper
porosity [38]. Generally, slower flow rate results in smaller
diameter and a less number of beads compared to faster flow
rate [39]. Increased flow rate may also make fibers fused due
to improper evaporation of solvent before the fiber collection.
Therefore, in order to fabricate nanofiber constantly, the flow
rate needs to be optimized.

The reduction of the distance causes flight time for the jet
to be shorter, which may not have enough time to evaporate
solvent with consequent improper solidification and result
in an increase in fibers dimension. It follows a negative
power relationship between elongated fibers/decreased fiber
diameter and distance from needle to collector because an
increase in the distance induces whipping action and bending
instabilities [40]. In addition, an increase in gap distance
decreases the surface charge density due to diminished
magnitude of the electric field [41].

Diameter of the needle orifice also has an effect on fiber
dimension. Smaller internal diameter reduces the solution
clogging further due to less exposure time of the jet to the
environment and an increase in shear stress depending on
the flow rate [42]. A decrease in the internal needle diameter
increases in the surface tension of the solution resulting
in smaller droplet, which induces the jet speed decreased.
Therefore, the jet spends more flight time before deposition
into collector and is more stretched and elongated, which
results in smaller diameter fibers.

4. Pulp-Dentin Complex Regeneration

Dental caries and trauma would result in the loss of pulp-
dentin complex (the mineralized layer and fibrous tissue
below enamel).Therefore, various forms of pulp-regenerative
dental materials such as calcium hydroxide, ferric sulphate,
and mineral trioxide aggregate are aimed at regenerating
pulp-dentin complex [43]. For the pulp therapy, electrospun
nanofibrous scaffolds have been attempted and resulted in
excellent regeneration using dental pulp stem cells (DPSCs),
which are an established cell source for the formation of
dentin-pulp complex. Odontogenic differentiation of human
DPSCs on PLA nanofibrous scaffolds was demonstrated by
increased alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity, dentin related
marker gene expression, and mineralization [44]. Mineral-
ized PCL nanofibrous scaffolds have shown promoted odon-
togenic differentiation and growth of human DPSCs through
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collagen type I and the integrin-mediated signaling pathway
but they still lack mechanical and biofunctional properties
for clinical applications [45]. To increase mechanical and
biological properties of electrospun nanofibers, nanoparticles
such as bioactive glass nanoparticle, magnetic nanoparti-
cle, and hydroxyapatite nanoparticle were incorporated to
polymer matrices before electrospinning. Electrospinning
techniques is possible to produce bioactive nanoparticle-
polymer composite [46]. For instance, Bottino et al. produced
electrospun scaffolds of bioactive nanoparticle-incorporated
polydioxanone where antibiotics (i.e., metronidazole and
ciprofloxacin) were able to be loaded [47]. It was observed
that these scaffolds were able to deliver the antibiotics more
effectively than pastes. Kim et al. produced electrospun
nanofibrous scaffolds consisting of polyvinyl alcohol and
hydroxyapatite nanoparticles, which showed dentin regener-
ative properties [48]. Collagen or PCL-gelatin-based nanofi-
brous scaffolds incorporating bioactive glass nanoparticles
were developed for dentin-pulp regeneration and showed
enhanced growth and odontogenic differentiation from
humanDPSCs compared to collagen nanofibrous scaffold via
integrin-mediated process [5, 49]. Magnetite nanoparticles
were incorporated to PCL due to its intriguing physical cues
that can tailor the behaviors of DPSCs [50]. The effects of
these nanocomposite nanofibers on the adhesion, growth,
migration, and odontogenic differentiation of human DPSCs
were significantly remarkable compared to those of poly-
meric nanofibers.

Taken together, the major advantage of electrospinning
might be its ability to produce complex geometry of nanofi-
brous scaffolds for dentin-pulp complex regeneration. The
ultimate goal of regenerating dentin-pulp complex is to
restore both mechanical and physical attributes of the tooth
structure. Therefore, electrospun nanofibers are used for
carrying dental derived stem cells for optimum regeneration
in the next decade.

5. Periodontium Regeneration

Untreated periodontal disease can lead to periodontal tissue
destruction and eventual loss of teeth [51]. Regeneration of
destructed periodontal tissues has always been a challenge
for clinicians. Therefore, periodontal tissue engineering has
been of recent interest for the repair of defects in periodontal
tissues such as alveolar bone, periodontal ligament (PDL),
and cementum. Traditionally, nonresorbable materials such
as expanded polytetrafluoroethylene were used as guide
tissue regeneration (GTR) membranes but they had the
disadvantage of requiring a secondary surgery to remove
the membrane. Instead, biodegradable synthetic or natural
materials such as collagen, PLGA, PLA, and PCL have been
researched but they still lack biological functionality as well
as physical properties such as poor control over porosity and
surface alignment. Electrospinning has emerged to increase
the functionality of these membranes, therefore leading
to expecting periodontal regeneration. As a consequence,
biodegradable nanofibrous GTR membranes through elec-
trospinning have improved the functionality, such as porosity

to attach cells and fiber alignment for orientation of collagen
fibers in PDL regeneration, as investigated on the attachment,
proliferation, and differentiation of human PDL cells [52, 53].

Electrospun collagen membranes first gained attention
in the GTR application due to their intrinsic biological
properties such as differentiating potential into osteoblast-
like cells [54]. However, since most of the collagen sources
are originated from animals, the use of the collagen in human
dental applications could be concerned and have conflicted
with ethical issues and concerns of cross-infection. As an
alternative, synthetic biodegradable polyestermembranes are
suggested for PDL regeneration.

Recent studies have shown good attachment and prolifer-
ation of PCL cells as well as tissue formation on electrospun
PLGA [55], hydroxyapatite-coated electrospun PCL [56], and
silk membranes as confirmed by promoted deposition of the
main PDL ECM components such as collagen type I and type
III [57, 58]. Silk membranes after incorporating graphene
oxide [59] or hydroxyapatite nanoparticles [60] have shown
human PDL cell attachment and proliferation and tissue
formation into cementum and bone tissue.

Although electrospinning has added exciting new
prospects to the field of periodontal tissue regeneration,
much work is still required to validate the use of electrospun
nanofibrous scaffolds in the clinical stage in terms ofmechan-
ical properties and in vivo/clinical biological properties as
well as the underlying mechanisms.

6. Bone Tissue Regeneration

While tissue-engineered bone grafts have been investigated
for years, challenges still lie in achieving in vivo mechan-
ical/biological properties and vascularization for the treat-
ment of patients who suffer from degeneration or diseases
such as periodontitis, trauma, oral cancer, and anatomical
abnormality in nature. Electrospun nanofibers may be one
of the ideal solutions due to their ECM similarity, since they
provide control over nanopores similar to the small blood
vessel for the cell survival. Electrospun nanofibers have been
studied in a variety of the in vitro and in vivo tests, such as
mesenchymal stem cell- (MSC-) seeded implantation into a
rat calvarial defect model [61, 62].

For bone regeneration, Kim’s group has shown various
electrospun nanofibrous scaffolds made of synthetic and nat-
ural polymers with or without mineral deposition such as
gelatin-PCL [63], silk-fibroin-PCL [64, 65], PLA [66], gel-
atin-apatite-poly(lactide-co-caprolactone) [67], mesoporous
bioactive glass-incorporated PCL-gelatin [68], mesoporous
silica-shelled PCL [69], and magnetic nanoparticle-incorpo-
rated PCL nanofibrous scaffolds [70]. In addition, a number
of polymeric nanofibers have been revealed and used for a
cellular platform for bone, but they lack bioactivity and other
biofunctionalities to accelerate bone tissue regeneration. For
this, artificial mineralization after fabrication or loading
additives (i.e., bioactive nanoparticles and growth factors)
to scaffolds during electrospinning process was introduced
and resulted in the induction of osteogenesis by accelerating
natural mineralization or vascularization [68, 69, 71–73].
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These nanofibrous scaffolds would be employed as a
carrier for bone-associated growth factors due to their
3D networked pores to facilitate control over drug release
[71–73]. Recently, electrospun nanofibrous scaffolds were
designed to hold a capacity by loading and releasing dual
growth factors for the target of bone regeneration. For
example, a core-shell structure of a biopolymer fiber made of
polyethylene oxide/PCL was shown to facilitate loading and
control releasing properties of these growth factors [33].

To increase cell attachment, biofunnctional materials
have been used for electrospinning. Silk nanofibers having
the Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) sequence which act as receptors for
cell adhesion [64] were shown to accelerateMSC attachment,
proliferation, and differentiation into osteoblastic lineage
[65].

7. Concluding Remarks

In the field of dental tissue engineering, a number of dental
materials have been advanced to create a suitable microen-
vironment for dental regeneration. Of these, electrospun
nanofibrous scaffolds could be one approach suitable to
dental applications due to the ease of fabrication, control over
scaffold size, and fiber alignment. Electrospun nanofibers
have providedmechanical properties and functionalities bio-
logically favored to biological aspects in dental applications.
In addition, electrospun nanofibers have played a versatile
role in controlled release of biomolecule therapeutics (i.e.,
growth factors) or modification with adhesive biomolecules
(i.e., fibronectin and RGD sequence) and contributed to
further improved dental regeneration. Although a number
of experiments on nanofibrous scaffolds in the in vitro and
in vivo study have been conducted, clinically, customization
to each patient’s defect is still difficult. For the reason, the
clinical practice of nanofibrous scaffolds is still scarce. In
addition, since dental tissue degeneration may come from
biological disorders, further studies of biological interplay
between electrospun nanofiber and compromised dental tis-
sue derived cells are essential. These studies will be expected
to help to understand the biological effect of nanofibers.
Conclusively, further elaborated techniques to customize
nanofiber scaffolds are imperative, and clinical defects must
be categorized into several groups for their customization.
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The present study reports the fabrication of medicated nanofibers for potential colon-targeted drug delivery using modified coaxial
electrospinning, in which salt (NaCl) solutions were exploited as shell fluids to facilitate the preparation processes. A homemade
concentric spinneret with an indented core capillary was developed to conduct the coaxial processes. Optical observations and
scanning electron microscopic results demonstrated that the shell-to-core fluid flow rate ratio was a key parameter, which exerted
a significant influence on the electrospinning processes and could be exploited to control the fibers’ morphology and diameters.
A scaling law of 𝐷 = 0.173𝐹−0.531 (𝑅2 = 0.9976) was built, by which the nanofibers’ sizes can be predicted and manipulated
easily. X-ray diffraction and attenuated total reflected FTIR tests verified that the medicated nanofibers were essentially a polymeric
nanocomposite and the guest drug diclofenac sodium (DS) had fine compatibility with the host polymer. All the drug was
encapsulated in the filament-forming carrier. In vitro dissolution experiments demonstrated that the medicated nanofibers could
free the drug in a neutral condition, suggesting potential colon-targeted drug delivery applications. Ex vivo tests demonstrated that
the medicated fiber mats could enhance the transmembrane of DS. Based on coaxial electrospinning, a new strategy is successfully
developed for creating medicated nanomaterials.

1. Introduction

During the past several decades, more and more nano-drug
delivery systems (DDS) have become commercial products.
These products include polymeric nanoparticles, nanolipo-
somes, solid lipid nanoparticles, and microemulsions, which
are partially fabricated using top-down methods based on
the exploitation of mechanical forces, such as milling, high-
pressure homogenization, and spray [1–3]. Most recently, the
usage of electrostatic energy is drawing increasing attention
for creating nanoproducts, such as electrospinning, electro-
spraying, and e-jet printing, which is termed electrohydro-
dynamic atomization (EHDA) in total. Because liquids can
easily interact with electric fields, thus these methods are
frequently exploited to remove solvents directly from the
solutions to dry and solidify the micro-fluid jets, meanwhile
generating micro/nanosize fibers or particles [4, 5].

Although EHDA methods are widely investigated for
developing functional nanomaterials, their mechanisms are

still unclear. Often a series of different factors would play
their roles in influencing the process and in turn the created
nanoproducts. These factors are clear to researchers and can
be divided into three categories: (i) operative parameters
such as applied voltages, tip-to-collector distance, and fluid
flow rate; (ii) environmental conditions such as tempera-
ture, humidity, and vacuum; and (iii) the physicochemi-
cal properties of working fluids such as surface tension,
conductivity, and viscosity. In the traditional single-fluid
electrospinning, nanofiber fabrication and dimension control
by these parameters have been well investigated for various
polymers depending on their categories and the desired
applications [6–9]. Although the reportedmethods are useful
to a certain polymer, the size-reducing effect is limited and the
implementation conditions are strict. For example, when a
polymer concentration is utilized to decrease fiber’s diameter,
its narrow electrospinnable window would limit the effect;
when an additive (such as a surfactant or a salt) is doped into
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a polymer solution for downsizing, it may be infeasible due
to lacking codissolving solvent or enough solubility.

During the past several years, double-fluid electrospin-
ning (such as coaxial and side-by-side processes) and even
multiple-fluid electrospinning (such as triaxial processes)
have been reported in literature [10–13]. In these processes,
an unspinnable fluid can be treated simultaneously with the
electrospinnable polymeric fluids for carrying out double-
fluid ormultiple-fluid processes and creating nanostructures.
Based on this new conception, Yu et al. developed the modi-
fied coaxial and triaxial electrospinning processes, which are
characterized by the unspinnable outer fluids [9, 14, 15].These
modified processes have been utilized to coat nanofibers with
Ag nanoparticles for antibacteria applications [14], to retard
initial burst release of drug from medicated nanofibers [15].
With the usage of an unspinnable sheath liquid to conduct
a coaxial process, the electrospun nanofibers’ diameter can
be manipulated in a controlled manner because the sheath
fluid often has little influence on the properties of core
spinnable polymeric solution.This simple relationshipmakes
the diameter of nanofiber from core polymeric solution able
to be adjusted by only one of the parameters of sheath fluid
under a certain electrospinning condition. For example, it
is reported that polyacrylonitrile nanofibers’ diameters were
able to be manipulated by the concentrations of LiCl in
the sheath solution through a power equation [9]. However,
frequent change of sheath fluids is not convenient but time-
consuming. Provided the flow rate of sheath fluid can be
taken as a key factor for manipulating nanofibers’ size, it
should be more facile because all need is to press the syringe
pump for driving the sheath fluid.

The commencement of an electrospinning process is
regarded as the balance of electrical forces and surface
tensions. According to the following equation, the increase
of conductivity and decrease of surface tension of working
fluid should provide new protocols for carrying out an
electrospinning process more stably and robustly [16]:

𝑉
𝑐

∼ √
𝛾𝑑
2

𝜀𝑅
, (1)

where 𝑉
𝑐

is the critical voltage for a jet emanating from
the meniscus tip, 𝑑 is the nozzle-to-collector distance, 𝜀
is the permittivity, 𝛾 is the surface tension, and 𝑅 is the
principal curvature of the liquid meniscus. Electrons are
easy to aggregate on the surface of working fluid [17].
Thus in the coaxial electrospinning, it is often the physical
and chemical properties of the shell fluid that determine
an electrospinning process. According to the equation, an
increase of conductivity (𝜀) and a decrease of surface tensions
(𝛾) would mean that only a small applied voltage (𝑉

𝑐

) was
needed to initiate a coaxial electrospinning process.

Here, a salt solution is exploited as a shell working fluid,
and the influence of its flow rate on both the electrospinning
process and the quality of final nanofiber product is inves-
tigated in detail. Different from traditional coaxial electro-
spinning, in which the shell fluid must be electrospinnable,
the modified coaxial processes can exploit a wide series of

liquids as the shell working fluids regardless of their elec-
trospinnability (solvent, solutions of little molecules, dilute
polymer solutions, and even suspensions and emulsions) [14,
15]. Thus this new modified coaxial process can even expand
the capability of electrospinning to create nanomaterials and
nanostructures for realizing a series of new possibilities in the
field of functional nanomaterials.

In the area of nanomedicine, the polymeric nano-DDS
are mainly in the form of nanoparticles (NPs). However,
for oral administration, the major and the most favorite
way for the patients, electrospun nanofiber-mat-based DDS
should have some special advantages over NPs besides the
facile, simple, and straightforward fabrication processes using
electrospinning [18, 19], such as easy aftertreatment and
easy formation transitions from the randomly assembled
or aligned fiber mats. Their unique characteristics (diame-
ter in the nanoscale but length in the macroscopic scale)
would endow them having the merits possessed by both
the NPs DDS at nanoscale in altering the biopharmaceutical
and pharmacokinetic properties of the drug molecule for
favorable clinical outcomes and also those possessed by the
conventional solid dosage forms such as easy processing,
good drug stability, and ease of packaging and shipping [20–
22].

Based on the above-mentioned knowledge, we developed
modified coaxial electrospinning to produce drug-loaded
Eudragit� L100 (EL100) nanofibers for potential colon-
targeted delivery of diclofenac sodium (DS). A salt (NaCl)
solution was exploited as the shell working liquid and its
flow rate was exploited as a regulatory factor. EL100, a
pH-sensitive methacrylate-based copolymer developed by
Röhm Company in Germany, has been widely used for the
colon-targeted formulation development in pharmaceutical
industry and laboratory, such as tablet coating, tablet matrix,
microspheres, and nanoparticles [23].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. Eudragit L100 (EL100, average molecular
weight approximately 135,000Da)was purchased fromRöhm
GmbH & Co. KG (Darmstadt, Germany). Analytical grade
N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc) and ethanol were provided
by the Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai,
China). Sodium chloridewas of analytical grade and obtained
from Shanghai Shiyi Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai,
China). All other chemicals are of analytical grade and used
as received. Water was double distilled just before use.

2.2. Coaxial Electrospinning. The spinning solutions of EL100
were prepared by dissolving 14.0 g EL100 and 2.0 g DS in
100mL ethanol. The shell solution consisted of 0.1 g NaCl in
a 100mL mixture of DMAc and ethanol (20 : 80, v : v). Two
syringe pumps (KDS200, KDS100, Cole-Parmer, USA) and a
high-voltage power supply (ZGF 60 kV/2mA, Shanghai Sute
Corp., China) were used. The applied voltage was fixed at
14 kV.Thefibers producedwere collected on an aluminum foil
at a distance of 20 cm. A homemade concentric spinneret was
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exploited in both the single-fluid and the modified coaxial
processes.

The flow rate of core EL100 fluid was kept at 1.0mL/h.
When the shell fluid was switched off, it was single-fluid
electrospinning with the inner capillary as a spinneret. When
the pump loaded with the syringe containing the salt solution
was switched on to push the shell fluid, it was a modified
coaxial electrospinning process. The flow rate of shell solu-
tion was exploited as a controlled factor. Experiments were
recorded using a digital camera (PowerShot A640, Canon,
Japan) under 11x magnifications.

2.3. Morphology. The surface morphology of electrospun
fibers and raw DS powders were assessed using a JSM-
5600LV scanning electron microscope (SEM, Japan Electron
Optics Laboratory Co. Ltd.). Prior to the examination, the
samples were gold sputter-coated under nitrogen atmosphere
to render them electrically conductive. The average fiber
diameter was determined by measuring diameters of fibers at
over 100 times over somedifferent fibers in the FESEM images
using ImageJ software (National Institute of Heath, Bethesda,
MD, USA).

2.4. Physical Forms of the Components and Their Compatibil-
ity. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses were performed using a
D/Max-BR instrument with a diffractometer (RigaKu, Tokyo,
Japan). The measurements were conducted under CuK𝛼 (𝜆
= 1.541 Å), 40 kV, and 30mA as X-ray source with Kb 142
(Ni) filter. The raw materials (EL100 and DS), their physical
mixture (consisting of EL100 and DS in a weight ratio of 7 : 1),
and the electrospun nanofibers were measured for angles 2𝜃
between 5∘ and 60∘.

Attenuated reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-
FTIR) tests were carried out using a Perkin-Elmer Precisely
Spectrum One FTIR Spectrometer with Universal ATR Sam-
pling Accessory (Perkin 135 Elmer, USA). 10mg of sample
(raw DS and EL100 powders, their physical mixture, and the
medicated nanofibers) was placed on the diamond surface
plate to be scanned. The scanning range was 500–4000 cm−1
at an average of 8 scans and the resolution of 2 cm−1.

2.5. Functional Performance. A standard equation was built
for measuring the content of DS in the unknown samples
with phosphate buffered saline (PBS, 0.1 N, pH = 7.0) as the
solvent of pure drug using a UV spectrophotometer (UV-
2102PC, Unico Instrument Co. Ltd., Shanghai, China). To
determine drug loading efficiency (LE), 100mg of electro-
spun nanofibers was added to 10mL of 10% ethanol aqueous
solution to extract all the loaded DS. Then the solutions
were diluted using PBS to a suitable concentration for UV
measurement. The LE was calculated using the following
equation:

LE (%)

=
(DS weight measured)

(DS weight calculated from the preparation)

× 100%.

(2)

The in vitro dissolution experiments were performed
according to the Chinese Pharmacopoeia (2015 Ed.) Method
II. This paddle method was executed on a RCZ-8A disso-
lution apparatus (Tianjin University Radio Factory, Tianjin,
China). Samples (0.2 g of electrospun nanofibers and the
physical mixture) equivalent to 25mg of DS were added
directly in the dissolution vessel containing 900mL disso-
lution liquid (in the first two hours, 0.01N HCl was used;
later, 0.36 g NaOH was added to the dissolution media to
neutralize them).The temperature wasmaintained at 37±1∘C
and it was stirred at 50 rpm. At predetermined time points,
samples of 5.0mL were withdrawn from the dissolution
medium and replaced with 5.0mL fresh PBS to maintain a
constant volume. After filtration using a 0.22 𝜇m membrane
(Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) and appropriate dilution
with PBS, samples were analyzed by UV spectroscopy at
𝜆max = 276 nm. All measurements were repeated six times.
Percentage of dissolution was readily calculated according to
the calibration standard equation of DS.

The ex vivo permeation studies were performed using a
RYJ-6A diffusion test apparatus (Shanghai Huanghai Drug
Control Instrument Co., Ltd.), in which materials were
mounted in six Keshary-Chien glass diffusion cells and a
water bath system maintained a constant temperature of
37 ± 0.2

∘C. Each cell had a diffusion area of 2.60 cm2,
and the receptor compartment had a capacity of 7.2mL
PBS. Each donor compartment was filled with 1mL PBS
and the hydrodynamics in the receptor compartment were
maintained by stirring with a Teflon coated magnetic bead
at 50 rpm. Large intestines were obtained from pigs after
slaughtering (Baoshan Jiangwan slaughterhouse, Shanghai,
China).The intestine was washed carefully with physiological
saline solution (NaCl 0.9% w/v) to remove nondigested food.
The biomembranes peeled off from the intestines were fixed
on the diffusion cells with the mucosal walls upward. They
were equilibrated for 30min before permeation tests.

Physical mixture of EL100 and DS and nanofibers F2
and F4 (100mg) were placed on the biomembrane surface.
Samples (1mL) were withdrawn from the receptor compart-
ment at timed intervals and 1mL fresh PBSwas compensated.
The samples were filtered through a 0.22 𝜇m membrane
(Millipore, USA). The absorption of filtrate was measured at
276 nm to determine DS presented in the water phase. All the
measurements were carried out in triplicate.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Modified Coaxial Electrospinning. A schematic diagram
of the modified coaxial electrospinning is shown in Fig-
ure 1(a). Just as a traditional coaxial electrospinning system
and also a single-fluid electrospinning system, the modified
coaxial electrospinning system consists of four components
to exploit the electrostatic force: a power supply, one or
two syringe pumps, a fiber collector, and a spinneret. The
spinneret is the most important part in a system. It not
only provides a template for creating structural nanofibers
(such as core-shell and side-by-side), but also determines
how many working fluids are needed during the process and
correspondingly the needed syringe pumps.
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Figure 1: Modified coaxial electrospinning with a salt solution as shell fluid: (a) a schematic diagram shows the components of a modified
coaxial electrospinning system; (b) a digital picture of the homemade concentric spinneret.

Table 1: Parameters of the electrospinning processes and their products.

Number Processa Shell-to-core fluid flow rate ratio Morphologyb Diameterc (𝜇m)
F1 Single 0 Linear 1.43 ± 0.56
F2 0.05 Linear 0.91 ± 0.23
F3

Coaxial

0.1 Linear 0.75 ± 0.10
F4 0.2 Linear 0.46 ± 0.12
F5 0.3 Linear with a few spindles 0.28 ± 0.14
F6 0.5 Mixed —
aA fixed core fluid flow rate of 1.0mL/h was exploited.
b“Linear” morphology refers to fibers with few beads or spindles and “mixed” morphology refers to nanofibers with beads, spindles, and clumps.
cExpressed as the mean ± SD of over 100 fiber diameter measurements.

A digital picture of the homemade concentric spinneret
exploited in the present study is shown in Figure 1(b).
According to reports in literature, in a concentric spinneret,
the reasonable design should be a one in which the inner
capillary often projected slightly out the outer capillary.These
characteristics help to prevent diffusion and mixture of the
core and shell liquids during the electrospinning process.
However, here the upper surface of the nozzle of inner
capillary was designed to be indented 1.0mm from the tip of
the outer capillary. This should facilitate easier envelopment
of the core working fluid by the shell salt solution.

At all the experiments, the core fluid flow rate was fixed at
1.0mL/h. The shell-to-core fluid flow rate ratio was exploited
as a controlled factor to manipulate the electrospinning
processes. Six types of fibers were fabricatedwith the flow rate
of shell NaCl solutions increased from 0 to 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
and 0.5mL/h, and they were denoted as F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, and
F6, respectively (Table 1).

3.2. The Influence of the Shell Salt Solutions on the Modified
Coaxial Processes. Observations of the electrospinning pro-
cesses for preparing F1 and F3 to F6 and the arrangement
of the apparatuses are shown in Figure 2. The spinneret
was horizontally placed and connected with the syringe
pump driving the core EL100 solution. The shell salt solution
driven by another pump was connected with the spinneret

through high elastic silica tubing. The collector, a cardboard
wrapped with an aluminum foil, was vertical and kept a
20 cm distance from the nozzle of the spinneret. Both the
connections between the high power supply and the spinneret
and the grounded line and fiber collector were alligator clips
(Figure 2(a) and its inset).

Regardless of one fluid or double fluids, the single-
fluid and coaxial electrospinning would experience the three
steps similarly, that is, the formation of Taylor cone, the
emission of a straight fluid jet from the Taylor cone, and the
bending and whipping instable region. However, the single-
fluid electrospinning of core EL100 solution was very easy
to be clogged due to the formation of semisolid substance
around the spinneret (Figure 2(b)). Thus manual removal
of the substance was needed now and then to ensure a
continuous preparation of fibers F1.This phenomenon should
have a close relationship with the easy evaporation of ethanol
and the strong interactions between EL100 molecules and
the metal spinneret. When there was shell fluid, despite only
a small shell-to-core fluid flow rate ration of 0.05 for the
preparation of fiber F2, the clogging phenomena were greatly
decreased and the straight fluid jets had a variable length.
When the flow rate of shell fluid was increased to 0.1mL/h
for producing fibers F3, the modified coaxial electrospinning
could run continuously and stably with an embedded Taylor
cone and a long straight fluid jet of 35mm (Figure 2(c) and its
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Figure 2: Observations of the electrospinning processes: (a) a digital picture showing the arrangement of apparatuses of the modified coaxial
electrospinning system, the bottom-right inset showing the connection of the spinneret with power supply using an alligator clip; (b) a digital
picture showing the clogging phenomenon during the single-fluid electrospinning of core EL100 solution; ((c)–(f)) digital pictures showing
the production of F3 to F6 using the modified coaxial electrospinning under a shell-to-core fluid flow rate ratio of 0.1 to 0.2, to 0.3, and to
0.5, respectively. The applied voltage was fixed at 14 kV.The left-bottom insets show an enlarged view of the Taylor cone corresponding to the
modified coaxial processes.

inset, Table 2).The increase of shell fluid flow rate to 0.2mL/h
and 0.3mL/h resulted in a similar process, but with a shorter
straight fluid jet of 20mm and 16mm (Figures 2(d) and 2(e),
Table 2) and a discerned Taylor cone (the inset of Figures 2(d)
and 2(e)).

With further increase of the shell fluid flow rate to
0.5mL/h, there were often two separate EHDA processes that
happened at the nozzle spinneret (Figure 2(f) and its inset,
Table 2). One was still an electrospinning process with a
straight fluid of 13mm, and the other was a typical electro-
spraying process. The shell solution had a better conductivity

but a smaller viscosity than the core fluid and maybe also
some action of the gravity of the shell fluid; the division of the
core EL solution and shell NaCl solution was inevitable when
an excessive shell fluid was driven out. Thus for a stable and
robustmodified coaxial electrospinning process, a reasonable
selection of shell fluid flow rate is very important.

3.3. Morphology of Fibers and Their Size Distribution. Just
as anticipated, fibers F1 fabricated using single-fluid elec-
trospinning of the core EL100 solution show a complicated
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Figure 3: FESEM images of the medicated nanofibers: (a) F1, (b) F2, (c) F3, (d) F4, (e) F5, and (f) F6.

Table 2: The different behaviors of working fluids under different shell fluid flow rate.

Number Process 𝐹
a Taylor cone Straight fluid jetb Instable region

F1 Single 0 Clogging Varied Discontinuous bending and whipping
F2

Coaxial
0.1 Indented 35mm Continuous and stable bending and whipping

F3 0.2 Smaller 20mm Continuous and stable bending and whipping
F4 0.5 Double 13mm A combination of spraying and spinning
a
𝐹 refers to sheath-to-core fluid flow rate ratio.

bThe values are estimated according to the size of spinneret shown in Figure 1(b).

morphology (Figure 3(a)). Some large fibers showed a “side-
by-side” topography. The quick evaporation of solvent from
the surface of fluid jets generated solid skin on the fibers
firstly; later the escape of trapped solvent in the inner part
of fibers and the barometric pressure deformed the fibers
to form a concave on their surface. The randomly collected
fibers distributed ununiformly and some fibers are several
times larger than others, reflecting a poor size distribution.
In sharp contrast, fibers F2, F3, and F4 show a uniform

distribution with all of them exhibiting a linear morphol-
ogy. No beads-on-a-string or spindles-on-a-line morphology
occurs. Also no particles can be discerned on the surface
of fibers, suggesting no solid phase separation during the
electrospinning processes (Figures 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d)). How-
ever, when an abundant shell fluid was pumped during the
coaxial processes, nanofibers F5 have some spindles on them
(as indicated by the arrow in Figure 3(e)). When excessive
shell fluid was provided, nanofibers F6 exhibited a mixed
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morphology (Figure 3(f)). Not only do many beads-on-a-
string/spindles-on-a-line morphologies occur (as indicated
by “A” in Figure 3(f)), but also round particles (as indicated
by “B” in Figure 3(f)) and even large clumps (as indicated
by “C” in Figure 3(f)) can be found in the fiber mat. During
the division of shell and core fluids (Figure 2(f)), the shell
solutions should “rob” some EL100 and DS from the core
liquid.Thus the core solutionwith a lower concentration than
the original value experienced an electrospinning process to
form the spindles-on-a-line morphology, whereas the shell
fluids were subjected to an electrospraying process with
varied concentrations of the solutes, which in turn resulted
in the particles and clumps on the fiber mats.

The diameters’ distributions of fibers F1 to F5 are shown
in Figures 4(a) to 4(e). Obviously, fibers from the coaxial
processes have a finer diameter value and a more homo-
geneous size distribution (0.91 ± 0.23 𝜇m in Figure 4(b)
for fibers F2, 0.75 ± 0.10 𝜇m in Figure 4(c) for fibers F3,
0.46 ± 0.12 𝜇m in Figure 4(d) for fibers F4, and 0.28 ±
0.14 𝜇m in Figure 4(e) for fibers F5) than fibers F1 from the
single-fluid electrospinning (1.43 ± 0.56 𝜇m in Figure 4(a)).
The single-fluid electrospinning can be regarded also as a
modified coaxial process, in which the shell fluid flow rate
was 0mL/h. The relationships between the fibers’ diameter
and the shell-to-core fluid flow rate ratio are exhibited in
Figure 4(f). Regressed using power function, a scaling law
of 𝐷 = 0.174𝐹−0.579 (𝑅2 = 0.9877) can be built, which
shows better relativity than a regressed linear equation 𝐷 =
1.017 − 2.571𝐹 (𝑅2 = 0.9241) within an 𝐹 range of 0 to 0.3.
Thus the power function equation can be used to predict the
diameters of nanofibers fabricated using the coaxial processes
within a suitable range of shell solutions’ flow rates.

Right after the reviving of electrospinning around 1995,
researchers are always looking for new ways for generating
nanofibers with tunable diameters. Based on the single-
fluid electrospinning, operative parameters, environmental
conditions, additives, and also the physical and chemical
properties of working fluids have been exploited to exert
active influence on the reduction of the nanofibers [24–
26]. However, the results were far from satisfactory. The
aim of obtaining ultra-thin nanofibers is often compromised
by the detriment of nanofiber quality when a single-fluid
process is exploited. This is due to the complicated electro-
fluid-mechanical property of the electrospinning process and
often the filament-forming polymer only having a narrow
electrospinnable window. Here, with salt solutions as shell
fluids, the coaxial process can be used to fabricate nanofibers
in a controllable approach.

A diagram of the mechanism about the sheath fluid flow
rate on the formation of polymeric nanofibers is shown in
Figure 5. Compared with the electrical force (𝐸) applied on
the working fluids, the gravity (𝐺) is often very small and
can be neglected [9]. The sheath fluid exerts its influence
mainly in the regions of “A” Taylor cone and “B” bending
and whipping and in turn the final products in region “C.”
When there is no sheath fluid, a standard single-fluid electro-
spinning process can create fibers from the electrospinnable
polymeric solutions. When evaporative solvent is utilized to

prepare the solution, clogging easily occurs. When a sheath
fluid is exploited, it can lubricate the spinneret and provide
a liquid protection to prevent the formation of semisolid
substance on the surface of fluid jets. Within a suitable range
of sheath-to-core fluid flow rate ratio, the increase of sheath
fluid flow rate would keep the bending and whipping jets in
a fluid state for a longer time to be subjected to the drawing
from the electrical forces. Thus fibers with smaller diameter
can be achieved. This mechanism is obviously different from
a previous publication in which LiCl solution was used as
sheath fluid to fabricate polyacrylonitrile nanofibers, where
the strategy is to increase LiCl concentrations and thus elevate
the electrical drawing forces [9]. Certainly, excessive sheath
fluid flow rate would result in the division of Taylor cone and
the formation of products with mixed morphology.

3.4. Physical Form and the Compatibility between Compo-
nents. As shown in Figure 6(a), the XRD patterns of DS
have many sharp peaks, reflecting that the drug is essentially
a crystalline material. The XRD pattern of EL100 shows a
hump, indicating that it is an amorphous polymeric matrix.
Just as anticipated, the physical mixture of drug and polymer
has sharp peaks in its XRD patterns. In contrast, there are
not any drug peaks occurring in the patterns of fibers F2 and
F4. Thus it can be concluded that the coaxial process had
altered the drug physical status from crystalline form to an
amorphous form with the polymeric matrix.

The ATR-FTIR spectra of raw materials, their physical
mixture, and nanofibers F2 and F4 are shown in Figure 6(b).
DS has a characteristic peak at 1577 cm−1, which should be
attributed to the C=C stretch vibration of phenyl groups.
EL100 has a characteristic band at 1734 cm−1 due to C=O
stretch vibration of carbonyl groups. Both of these two
above-mentioned characteristic peaks occur in the spectra
of physical mixture, reflecting that few interactions happen
between the double components in themixture. However, the
characteristic bands of both DS and EL100 disappear in the
spectra of nanofibers F3, but a new band of 1691 cm−1 occurs.
According to the molecular structure of DS and EL100, this
change should be attributed to the formation of hydrogen
bonds between them.

The solidification from fluid jets to solid nanofibers dur-
ing the electrospinning process is very quick, often on a time
scale of 10−2 s. Thus it is thought that the physical forms of
the components in the solutions are able to be propagated into
themedicated nanofibers after electrospinning [27]. Provided
favorable secondary interactions exist between them, the
drug and carrier can coexist ormix in amolecular way, which
can effectively retard the recrystallization of DS. Thus the
medicated nanofibers from the coaxial process are essentially
solid dispersions or nanocomposites.

3.5. Functional Performance. A UV scan of the DS solution
containing 20 𝜇g/mL is shown in the inset of Figure 7(a). DS
has a maximum absorbance at 276 nm. Thus this wavelength
was exploited to build the standard equation, which is
expressed as 𝐴 = 0.0082 + 0.0323𝐶 (𝑅 = 0.9991) within
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Figure 4: The influence of shell salt solutions’ flow rate on the size of medicated fibers: ((a)–(e)) diameter distribution of fibers F1 to F5; (f)
the relationships between the fibers’ diameter and the shell-to-core fluid flow rate ratio.

a linear range from 2 to 50 𝜇g/mL in Figure 7(a). Six times of
the detection of the drug content in the nanofibers is 12.2 ±
0.4%, almost the same with the calculated value according to
the feed in preparation.

The drug in vitro release profiles of the electrospun
medicated nanofibers F2 and F4 and the physical mixture are
shown in Figure 7(b). Apparently, the medicated nanofibers
have altered the drug release behaviors in two aspects. First,
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Figure 6: Physical forms of components and their compatibility in composite nanofibers: (a) XRD patterns; (b) ATR-FTIR spectra.

as a pH-sensitive polymeric matrix, EL100 has successfully
retarded the drug release in an acid environment of pH =
2 at the first two hours. Second, the nanofibers prolonged
the drug release time period in the neutral condition. Thus,
these medicated nanofibers have the potential applications
as oral drug delivery systems that provide a colon-targeted
sustained release profile. Nanofibers F4 provided a better
drug release profile than nanofibers F2 in that the former
has a shorter time period of “tailing-off” release. Many
commercial tablets are essentially a physical mixture of drug
and polymeric carrier, which is expected to change the drug
release behaviors through the polymers’ physicochemical
properties. However, the effect is often very limited because
the physical state of drug is almost the samewith the raw drug
powders. Shown in Figure 7(c) are the FESEM images of raw
DS particles. In the commercial tablets, DS still presents in
a cubic crystal format. However, when DS was encapsulated
into EL nanofibers, the DS molecules would disperse in
the polymeric matrix in an amorphous state (Figure 7(d)).

Accompanied with the polymer physical entanglements, the
favorable drug-polymer interactions would play their roles in
keeping the stability of the drug-polymer nanocomposites.
Thus in the acid condition, the insoluble property of EL100
would protect the loaded DS molecules to retard its release.
And in the neutral condition, the slow dissolution of EL100
would gradually release the contained DS in a sustained
manner.With the same rawmaterials, electrospunmedicated
nanofibers were able to provide a better drug controlled
release profile. Thus a more effective drug absorbance and a
longer therapeutic blood concentration can be expected after
oral administration.

The results of permeation tests on colon membrane are
shown in Figure 8. After 12 h, 3.92 ± 0.59, 7.85 ± 0.81, and
8.24 ± 0.73mg of DS were transmitted into the receptor
cells. Although, in the in vitro tests, the physical mixture
released DS faster than nanofibers F2 and F4, the nanofibers
could promote double permeated DS molecules through
the colon membrane. This contradictory experimental result
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Figure 7: Functional performance of the composite medicated nanofibers: (a) the standard equation for the detection of DS using UV
spectrophotometer; (b) the in vitro DS release profiles of nanofibers F2 and F4 and the control samples of physical mixture (𝑛 = 6); (c)
FESEM images of the raw DS particles; (d) a diagram of the distribution of DS molecules in their polymeric matrix.

should be attributed to the different physical state of DS;
its amorphous state in the nanofibers made DS molecules
easy to be dissolved and permeate through the membrane
in the donor cell with very limited dissolution media. In
sharp contrast, the crystalline DS powders were difficult in
dissolution and permeation when they were put on the colon
membrane in the donor cells. Nanofibers F4 showed slightly
better permeation results than nanofibers F4, which have a
larger diameter. By the way, for potential oral administration,
the encapsulation of DS in polymeric carrier should alleviate
the potential anaphylactic reaction of drug particles with the
digestive tracts.

4. Conclusions

Modified coaxial electrospinning was successfully developed
to promote the nanofabrication of medicated fibers, in which
salt solutions were employed as sheath fluids. Based on
the usage of a homemade concentric spinneret, coaxial

electrospinning was implemented under different flow rates
of shell solutions. A scaling law between the fibers’ diameter
(𝐷, 𝜇m) and the shell-to-core fluid flow rate ratios (𝐹) was
built as 𝐷 = 0.174𝐹−0.579 (𝑅2 = 0.9877). XRD and ATR-
FTIR results demonstrated that the electrospun nanofibers
were essentially nanocomposites, where the drug had fine
compatibility with its polymeric carrier. The coaxial process
would not result in drug loss during the preparation. In
vitro tests verified that the medicated nanofibers were able
to release the contained drug in a sustained manner in the
neutral condition, appearing better functional performance
than their physical mixture. Ex vivo permeation studies
demonstrated that the nanofibers were able to provide a
double permeated amount of drug through the colon mem-
brane compared to the corresponding physical mixture. It is
concluded that coaxial electrospinning with a salt solution as
a sheath fluid comprises a facile process for producing med-
icated nanomaterials with tunable diameters and improved
functional performance.
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